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Introduction {#sec001}
============

All cells need to cope with their environment, respond to nutritional, physical and mechanical constraints, and in some cases migrate towards more suitable conditions. Invading cancer cells change their shape, producing morphological asymmetry, and execute locally controlled extracellular proteolysis facilitating invasion and leading to formation of metastases ultimately developing in different environments \[[@pgen.1008634.ref001]\]. Fungi are also able to invade their milieu by producing hyphae and extracellular hydrolases. In pathogenic fungi, the switch from budding to filamentous growth is a dimorphic transition often related to the virulence \[[@pgen.1008634.ref002], [@pgen.1008634.ref003]\]. Fungal infections represent a significant cause of mortality in human, and of huge damage to crop yield worldwide. Nitrogen scarcity is one among the signals triggering the filamentation process \[[@pgen.1008634.ref004]\]. In analogy to the human pathogen *Candida albicans*, diploid cells of baker yeast *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* respond to nitrogen limitation by switching to an unipolar mode of budding thereby producing pseudohyphae that invade the agar medium, likely to scavenge the environment for nutrients \[[@pgen.1008634.ref005]\]. The dimorphic switch for instance occurs when limiting ammonium levels constitute the sole nitrogen supply.

Ammonium is a major nitrogen source for microorganisms and plants whilst it is mostly documented for its role in pH homeostasis and for the toxicity of its accumulation in animals \[[@pgen.1008634.ref006]--[@pgen.1008634.ref008]\]. Recent data further reveal a role of ammonium in cancer cell proliferation \[[@pgen.1008634.ref009], [@pgen.1008634.ref010]\]. *S*. *cerevisiae* possesses three members of the conserved Mep-Amt-Rh protein family mediating the transmembrane transport of ammonium, hereafter referring to the sum of NH~4~^+^ and NH~3~ molecular entities \[[@pgen.1008634.ref011]--[@pgen.1008634.ref014]\]. The proteins of this family, comprising the human Rhesus factors, display 11 or 12 transmembrane (TM) spans and a cytosolic C-terminal domain (CTD), and adopt a trimeric fold \[[@pgen.1008634.ref015]--[@pgen.1008634.ref019]\]. Of the three yeast *MEP* genes, only the specific deletion of *MEP2* impairs filamentation, growth being ensured by the ammonium transport activity of the remaining Mep1 and Mep3 paralogues \[[@pgen.1008634.ref020]\]. The single expression of *MEP2*, in the absence of *MEP1* and *MEP3*, enables both ammonium transport for growth and filamentation induction, while the single expression of *MEP1* or *MEP3* only allows ammonium transport for growth. *S*. *cerevisiae* ammonium transport protein Mep2, and later on several other fungal Mep2-type proteins, were thereby assigned an additional sensor role that is required for filamentous development in response to ammonium limitation for instance \[[@pgen.1008634.ref020]--[@pgen.1008634.ref025]\].

Several evolutionarily conserved signaling pathways regulate filamentous growth in yeast, including the STE mitogen activated protein kinase (MAPK), rat sarcoma/protein kinase A (RAS/PKA), sucrose nonfermentable (SNF), and target of rapamycin (TOR) pathways \[[@pgen.1008634.ref004]\]. The filamentation defect of Mep2-lacking cells is suppressed by exogenous cAMP addition, by expression of a dominant active allele of Gpa2 or a Ras2 variant, all intermediates of the PKA pathway, suggesting that the transport protein operates upstream of the latter \[[@pgen.1008634.ref020]\]. However, the Mep2-dependent signaling mechanism remains unclear. There is a general lack of information regarding the existence and the role of potential signaling Mep2 partners \[[@pgen.1008634.ref026], [@pgen.1008634.ref027]\]. In *Ustilago maydis*, a physical interaction is reported between the small G protein Rho1 and the Mep2-type Ump2 protein, but also with the non-signaling ammonium transport protein Ump1 \[[@pgen.1008634.ref026]\]. Of note, no constitutive variant of Mep2 proteins able to signal in the total absence of transport has been isolated. Some studies indicate that substrate transport and filamentation induction efficiencies are intimately linked while others have reported several mutations in the conducting pore or in the CTD of Mep2-type proteins that result in the loss of filamentation induction while largely conserving substrate transport capacity, indicating apparent uncoupling of transport and signaling functions \[[@pgen.1008634.ref021], [@pgen.1008634.ref022], [@pgen.1008634.ref025], [@pgen.1008634.ref027]--[@pgen.1008634.ref031]\]. This concerns specific mutations in a pair of histidine residues widely conserved in the pore of Mep-Amt-Rh transport proteins except for the fungal non-signaling Mep1-like proteins displaying a glutamate instead of the first histidine of the dyad \[[@pgen.1008634.ref029]\]. We proposed that a difference in the transport mechanism of Mep1- and Mep2-type proteins could underlie the signaling capacity of the latter.

The exact nature of the substrate(s) translocated by Mep-Amt-Rh proteins and the employed molecular mechanism are still a matter of contention. Available experimental data suggest that, following initial recognition, NH~4~^+^ undergoes deprotonation and NH~3~ then permeates through the hydrophobic pore while the fate of the released proton remains unclear \[[@pgen.1008634.ref018], [@pgen.1008634.ref032]--[@pgen.1008634.ref038]\]. A difference between Mep1- and Mep2-type proteins has already been depicted and notably concerns the molecular mechanisms enabling the activity tuning by the TORC1 effector kinase Npr1 \[[@pgen.1008634.ref039]--[@pgen.1008634.ref041]\]. The kinase mediates the S457-phosphorylation and thereby the silencing of an autoinhibitory CTD in the case of Mep2 and controls the phosphorylation of an intermediate inhibitory partner, Amu1/Par32, in the case of Mep1 as well as its close paralogue Mep3 \[[@pgen.1008634.ref039]--[@pgen.1008634.ref041]\].

We show here that filamentation is intimately related to Mep2 transport activity. Mep2 variants lacking the CTD but containing specific pore mutations enabling transport can still allow filamentation induction. Substrate translocation via Mep1 or Mep2 has a different impact on cytosolic pH *in vivo* and a Mep2^H194E^ pore variant shows increased competence to acidify the submembrane pH while losing the signaling capability. The equivalent H188E pore mutation in *C*. *albicans* Mep2 also enables uncoupling of transport and signaling functions upon expression in baker yeast. Furthermore, electrophysiology and ammonium uptake experiments in *Xenopus* oocytes show that non-signaling Mep1 performs electrogenic substrate transport while Mep2 mediates electroneutral substrate translocation. The Mep2-specific transport process, or an aftereffect of it such as a pH modification, could play a key role in the filamentation signaling ensured by Mep2-type proteins.

Results {#sec002}
=======

Transport activity of Mep2 CTD variants correlates with filamentation efficiency {#sec003}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Fungal Mep proteins of the Mep-Amt-Rh family possess 11 TM domains with a periplasmic N-terminal domain and a cytoplasmic CTD ([Fig 1A](#pgen.1008634.g001){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@pgen.1008634.ref015], [@pgen.1008634.ref019]\]. The transport activity of the hydrophobic core of yeast Mep2 is fine-tuned by a mechanism involving the modulation of the spatial organization of different regions in the CTD ([Fig 1B](#pgen.1008634.g001){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@pgen.1008634.ref039]\]. An enhancer domain, limited to residues 428--441, upregulates substrate translocation via the Mep2 hydrophobic core, while an autoinhibitory domain, comprised within the 450--485 region and including the Npr1-target serine S457, counteracts the action of the enhancer domain. In between, a linker domain, limited to residues 442--449, appears required for optimal Mep2 activity when the kinase is present but dispensable when the kinase integrity is altered ([Fig 1](#pgen.1008634.g001){ref-type="fig"}).

![The ammonium transport protein Mep2 is regulated by its C-terminal extremity and the Npr1 kinase.\
(A) Topology model of the Mep2 protein with the location of the mutated residues and amino-acid deletions used in this study. In blue: the N4, D186, H199, G349 and S426; in magenta: the conserved histidine-twin H194 and H348; in orange: the phosphorylation site S457. The enhancer, linker and autoinhibitory domains are labelled in green, grey and red, respectively. (B) Model of Mep2 regulation by the TORC1 effector kinase Npr1, modified from \[[@pgen.1008634.ref039]\]. The transport activity of the hydrophobic core of yeast Mep2 is fine-tuned by a mechanism involving the modulation of the spatial organization of different regions in the CTD. Left panel: When the Npr1 kinase is active, it enables S457 phosphorylation and silencing of the C-terminal autoinhibitory domain (amino-acids 450--485) of Mep2. The enhancer C-terminal domain, limited to residues 428--441, is free to activate the transport protein. Right panel: When Npr1 is inactive, Mep2 is rapidly dephosphorylated by the Psr1/2 phosphatases. The non-phosphorylated autoinhibitory domain prevents the enhancer domain to activate the Mep2 protein. (C) Homozygous diploid triple-*mepΔ* (ZAM38) and triple-*mepΔ npr1-1* (ZMB058) cells were transformed with the pFL38 empty plasmid (-) or with YCpMep2, YCpMep2^CΔ428--431^, YCpMep2^CΔ428--449^, YCpMep2^CΔ434--449^, YCpMep2^CΔ434--485^, YCpMep2^CΔ442--449^, YCpMep2^CΔ442--485^, YCpMep2^CΔ450--485^ or YCpMep2^CΔ469--485^. Ammonium removal rates of cells growing in SHPD (0.1% proline) liquid medium. At time 0, 500 μM ammonium was added and its removal from the medium was monitored for 1 h. Ammonium remaining in the medium is expressed as percentage of the initial concentration. Averages and standard deviations are reported (n = 3).](pgen.1008634.g001){#pgen.1008634.g001}

The CTD of Mep2 could serve as a platform for the binding of signaling partners. To evaluate the role of the CTD in the receptor function of Mep2, triple-*mepΔ* diploid cells, lacking all three *MEP* genes, but expressing Mep2 variants bearing domain deletions were assayed for filamentation efficiency by dropping high-density cell suspensions onto a specific SLAD medium containing a limiting ammonium concentration (100 μM) and following the appearance of protruding filaments. A similar SHAD medium containing a higher ammonium concentration (1 mM), conditions in which filamentation is repressed, was used to check for potential constitutive induction of filamentation. In parallel, the transport functionality of Mep2 variants was evaluated by two ways. We followed the growth development of single colonies from low-density suspensions of cells streaked on SLAD to test the capacity of cells to form colonies in the condition of filamentation induction and on SHAD. We also measured the ammonium removal ability of cells exponentially growing in a similar liquid medium, SHPD, containing a non-limiting concentration of proline (0.1%) as sole nitrogen source. Although ammonium removal in SHPD can't be directly compared to growth tests on limiting SLAD, the assay gives an indication on the functionality of Mep2 variants in optimal conditions. The results of the distinct assays are recapitulated in [S1 Table](#pgen.1008634.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. As expected, growth of cells expressing Mep2 variants mutated in the enhancer domain (Mep2^CΔ428--431^, Mep2^CΔ428--449^, Mep2^CΔ434--449^) was affected on SLAD and SHAD ([Fig 2A](#pgen.1008634.g002){ref-type="fig"}). However, partial complementation of the growth defect was observable after prolonged incubation (7 days). All three variants were detectable by western blot although they appeared slightly less abundant than native Mep2 ([Fig 2C](#pgen.1008634.g002){ref-type="fig"}). Of note, compared to the doublet band of native Mep2, the variants deleted in the positive domain were detected as one main band, the upper band being only barely detectable for the Mep2^CΔ428--431^ variant, suggesting that the deleted region is structurally important to allow efficient phosphorylation of the autoinhibitory domain. These variants still enabled ammonium removal in SHPD though at a reduced rate compared to native Mep2 ([Fig 1C](#pgen.1008634.g001){ref-type="fig"}). They did however not promote filamentous growth ([Fig 2B](#pgen.1008634.g002){ref-type="fig"}). The absence of filamentation was also observed when the variants were expressed in *mep2Δ* cells in which growth is supported by ammonium uptake via endogenous Mep1 and Mep3 ammonium transport proteins ([S1 Fig](#pgen.1008634.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Therefore, the enhancer domain appears important for both transport and signaling functions of Mep2 and a reduced transport function seems correlated with a reduced filamentation efficiency.

![Transport activity of Mep2 CTD variants correlates with pseudohyphal growth efficiency.\
Homozygous diploid triple-*mepΔ* (ZAM38) and triple-*mepΔ npr1-1* (ZMB058) cells were transformed with the pFL38 empty plasmid (-) or with YCpMep2, YCpMep2^S426stop^, YCpMep2^CΔ428--431^, YCpMep2^CΔ428--449^, YCpMep2^CΔ434--449^, YCpMep2^CΔ434--485^, YCpMep2^CΔ442--449^, YCpMep2^CΔ442--485^, YCpMep2^CΔ450--485^ or YCpMep2^CΔ469--485^. (A) Growth tests of low-density cell suspensions streaked on SLAD (100 μM ammonium) and SHAD (1 mM ammonium) media at day 3 (3d) and 7 (7d), at 29°C. (B) Pseudohyphal growth tests of high-density cell suspensions dropped on SLAD and SHAD media at day 7. (C) Immunodetection of Mep2 from membrane-enriched cell extracts treated with N-glycosidase F. Cells were grown in buffered minimal medium containing 0.1% proline. Pma1 was detected as a loading control.](pgen.1008634.g002){#pgen.1008634.g002}

Cells expressing the Mep2^CΔ450--485^ variant lacking the autoinhibitory domain grew comparably to those expressing native Mep2 on SLAD and SHAD but showed increased filamentation and ammonium removal rate (Figs [1C](#pgen.1008634.g001){ref-type="fig"}, [2A and 2B](#pgen.1008634.g002){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@pgen.1008634.ref039]\]. Hence, this Mep2 variant displaying an increased transport function enables improved filamentation. Mep2^CΔ469--485^ behaved as native Mep2 (Figs [1C](#pgen.1008634.g001){ref-type="fig"}, [2A and 2B](#pgen.1008634.g002){ref-type="fig"}). Deletion of the linker domain (Mep2^CΔ442--449^) of Mep2 had no major impact on the cells filamentation efficiency and on ammonium removal rate (Figs [1C](#pgen.1008634.g001){ref-type="fig"} and [2B](#pgen.1008634.g002){ref-type="fig"}). None of these Mep2 variants allowed filamentation in ammonium-repleted conditions (SHAD) ([Fig 2B](#pgen.1008634.g002){ref-type="fig"}), indicating that none acquired the ability to allow constitutive filamentation.

Together, these data support a correlation between ammonium transport and signaling efficiencies of Mep2.

In several cases, we observed that a given Mep2 variant bypassing the Npr1 requirement is even more active in the absence of Npr1 than in its presence \[[@pgen.1008634.ref025], [@pgen.1008634.ref039]\]. For instance, this also concerns Mep2^CΔ450--485^ and the phosphomimetic Mep2^S457D^ variant, suggesting that the cellular context of Npr1-lacking cells also influences the Mep2 activity in a manner independent of the autoinhibitory domain. We therefore analyzed the impact of the Npr1 absence on the ability of Mep2 CTD variants to allow filamentation.

Several variants that were functional in triple-*mepΔ* cells, namely Mep2^CΔ428--449^, Mep2^CΔ434--449^ and Mep2^CΔ434--485^, including certain ones in the enhancer domain, showed an even better complementation efficiency in a triple-*mepΔ npr1-1* background ([Fig 2A](#pgen.1008634.g002){ref-type="fig"}). This correlated with an improved ammonium removal rate in SHPD and also with a capacity to induce filamentation on SLAD in Npr1-lacking cells (Figs [1C](#pgen.1008634.g001){ref-type="fig"} and [2B](#pgen.1008634.g002){ref-type="fig"}). These variants are thus able to adopt a conformation allowing more significant transport and filamentation in Npr1-lacking cells. The Mep2^CΔ428--431^ variant in the enhancer domain, only produced few filamentation tips and was also more affected in its ability to complement the growth defect of triple-*mepΔ npr1-1* on SLAD and displayed the slowest ammonium removal rate compared to the variants showing activity in Npr1-lacking cells (Figs [1C](#pgen.1008634.g001){ref-type="fig"}, [2A and 2B](#pgen.1008634.g002){ref-type="fig"}).

The Mep2 variants bearing truncations in the enhancer domain and expressed in cells lacking Npr1 were all detectable by western blot ([Fig 2C](#pgen.1008634.g002){ref-type="fig"}). The intensity of the signal was stronger compared to the signal observed in the presence of Npr1, suggesting that an increased abundance of these Mep2 variants could also contribute to the better ammonium transport rate and filamentation efficiency observed in the absence of the kinase.

Variants in the linker and/or autoinhibitory domain, Mep2^CΔ442--449^, Mep2^CΔ442--485^ and Mep2^CΔ450--485^, allowed hyperfilamentation on SLAD ([Fig 2B](#pgen.1008634.g002){ref-type="fig"}) without showing increased ammonium removal rate in SHPD in the absence compared to the presence of Npr1 ([Fig 1C](#pgen.1008634.g001){ref-type="fig"}). However, in Npr1-lacking cells *per se*, these three variants allowed a higher ammonium removal rate in SHPD compared to Mep2^CΔ428--449^, Mep2^CΔ434--449^ and Mep2^CΔ434--485^ ([Fig 1C](#pgen.1008634.g001){ref-type="fig"}), and were able to provide a growth advantage visible on SHAD at day 3 for instance ([Fig 2A](#pgen.1008634.g002){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, we previously showed that Mep2^CΔ442--449^, Mep2^CΔ442--485^, Mep2^CΔ450--485^ variants display a higher initial rate of ^14^C-methylammonium uptake when Npr1 is absent \[[@pgen.1008634.ref039]\]. Few filaments were even detected on SHAD in Npr1-lacking cells expressing some variants (Mep2^CΔ428--449^, Mep2^CΔ434--485^ and Mep2^CΔ442--449^). The Mep2^CΔ469--485^ remained largely sensitive to the Npr1 absence, and unable to allow filamentation ([Fig 2A and 2B](#pgen.1008634.g002){ref-type="fig"}).

Overall, most of these data are indicative of a correlation between transport and filamentation efficiencies.

The S457D phosphomimetic mutation does not lock Mep2 in a conformation constitutive for signaling {#sec004}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The C-terminal phosphomimetic S457D mutation silences the autoinhibitory domain of Mep2, conferring transport activity even in the absence of the Npr1 kinase, and suggesting that an active conformation of the protein is stabilized \[[@pgen.1008634.ref039]\]. Structural data support a modified conformation of the CTD of a *Candida albicans* Mep2 variant with analogous phosphomimetic environment \[[@pgen.1008634.ref015]\]. We took advantage of the S457D mutation to test whether a Mep2 protein locked in a putative active fold allows filamentation even in the absence of ammonium limitation. We further combined the S457D mutation with the D186N mutation proposed to disrupt substrate recognition \[[@pgen.1008634.ref031]\]. In contrast to native Mep2 and Mep2^S457D^, but similarly to Mep2^D186N^, the Mep2^D186N,\ S457D^ variant was not able to complement the growth defect of *triple-mepΔ* cells on SLAD or SHAD, indicating that the D186N mutation still impairs ammonium transport when combined to S457D ([Fig 3A](#pgen.1008634.g003){ref-type="fig"}). Mep2^D186N,\ S457D^ variant did not allow filamentation in triple-*mepΔ* cells on SLAD, as expected from the growth defect. The absence of filamentation was also observed when the Mep2^D186N,\ S457D^ variant was expressed in a simple *mep2Δ* background in which ammonium uptake required for growth is ensured by endogenous Mep1 and Mep3 ammonium transport proteins ([Fig 3B](#pgen.1008634.g003){ref-type="fig"}). Similarly to native Mep2, the Mep2^S457D^ variant allowed filamentation on SLAD but not on SHAD, indicating the absence of constitutive filamentation under ammonium sufficiency ([Fig 3B](#pgen.1008634.g003){ref-type="fig"}). These data also indicate that Mep2^S457D^, which likely adopts preferentially a transport-active conformation, is still able to allow filamentation. We verified that D186N and S457D single and double Mep2 variants were all stably produced ([Fig 3C](#pgen.1008634.g003){ref-type="fig"}). These variants were immunodetected at similar global levels, Mep2^D186N,\ S457D^ protein behaved as Mep2^S457D^, being detected as one major form, while Mep2 and Mep2^D186N^ were detected as a doublet band, consistent with former observations ([Fig 3C](#pgen.1008634.g003){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@pgen.1008634.ref031], [@pgen.1008634.ref039]\].

![The S457D phosphomimetic mutation does not lock Mep2 in a conformation allowing constitutive filamentation.\
(A-B) Homozygous diploid triple-*mepΔ* (ZAM38) and *mep2Δ* (ZAB2) cells were transformed with the pFL38 empty plasmid (-) or with YCpMep2, YCpMep2^D186N^, YCpMep2^S457D^ or YCpMep2^D186N,\ S457D^. (A) Growth tests of low-density cell suspensions on SLAD and SHAD media at day 3 (3d) and 7 (7d), at 29°C. (B) Pseudohyphal growth tests of high-density cell suspensions dropped on SLAD and SHAD media at day 7. (C) Immunodetection of Mep2 from membrane-enriched extracts, treated with N-glycosidase F, of haploid triple-*mepΔ* cells (31019b) transformed with YCpMep2, YCpMep2^D186N^, YCpMep2^S457D^ or YCpMep2^D186N,\ S457D^ plasmids and grown in buffered minimal medium containing 0.1% proline. Pma1 was detected as a loading control. (D-E) Homozygous diploid triple-*mepΔ* (ZAM38) and triple-*mepΔ psr1Δ psr2Δ* (ZAB1) cells transformed with the pFL38 empty plasmid (-) or with YCpMep2 or YCpMep2^S457D^. (D) Growth tests of low-density cell suspensions on SLAD and SHAD media at day 3 (3d) and 7 (7d). The homozygous diploid triple-*mepΔ* growth tests showed in panel A served as common control for tests A and D. (E) Pseudohyphal growth tests of high-density cell suspensions dropped on SLAD and SHAD media at day 7.](pgen.1008634.g003){#pgen.1008634.g003}

These results reveal that the S457D phosphomimetic mutation does not lock Mep2 in a conformation able to constitutively induce the signal leading to filamentation. They further indicate that the absence of filamentation is correlated with the absence of substrate translocation via Mep2.

We further assessed a potential role in Mep2-dependent filamentation of the plasma-membrane Psr1 and Psr2 redundant phosphatases required for the dephosphorylation of S457 \[[@pgen.1008634.ref039]\]. Deletion of the Psr1 and Psr2 phosphatases did not alter the ability of native Mep2 or Mep2^S457D^ variant to complement the growth defect of triple-*mepΔ* cells nor to allow filamentation on SLAD ([Fig 3D and 3E](#pgen.1008634.g003){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, filamentation was still repressed in cells lacking the Psr phosphatases in ammonium sufficiency conditions on SHAD, indicating that stabilizing the phosphorylation of S457 is not sufficient to allow constitutive filamentation induction via Mep2.

Besides their function in Mep2 activity regulation, the Psr1 and Psr2 phosphatases do not play a role in filamentation induction.

The Mep2 C-terminal tail can be dispensable for filamentation induction {#sec005}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

The Mep2 hydrophobic core likely possesses a basal transport activity while the CTD plays a significant role in tuning the transport function of Mep2 \[[@pgen.1008634.ref039]\]. The Mep2^S426stop^ variant, bearing a major truncation of the CTD, poorly complemented the growth defect of triple-*mepΔ* cells on SLAD and SHAD media and is thus unable to induce filamentation on SLAD medium ([Fig 4A and 4B](#pgen.1008634.g004){ref-type="fig"}). The absence of filamentation was also observed when the variant was expressed in a simple *mep2Δ* background ([S1 Fig](#pgen.1008634.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![The Mep2 C-terminal tail can be dispensable for filamentation induction.\
(A-B) Homozygous diploid triple-*mepΔ* (ZAM38) and triple-*mepΔ npr1-1* (ZMB058) cells were transformed with the pFL38 empty plasmid (-) or with YCpMep2, YCpMep2^S426stop^, YCpMep2^H199Y^, YCpMep2^H199Y,\ S426stop^, YCpMep2^G349C^, YCpMep2^G349C,\ S426stop^, YCpMep2^H194E^, YCpMep2^H348A^ or YEpMep1. (A) Pseudohyphal growth tests of high-density cell suspensions dropped on SLAD and SHAD media at day 7. (B) Growth tests of low-density cell suspensions on SLAD and SHAD media at day 3 (3d) and 7 (7d), at 29°C. (C-E) Ammonium removal rates of homozygous diploid triple-*mepΔ* (ZAM38) cells growing in SHPD (0.1% proline) liquid medium. At time 0, 500 μM ammonium was added and its removal from the medium was monitored for 1 h. Ammonium remaining in the medium is expressed as percentage of the initial concentration. Averages and standard deviations are reported (n = 3). (C) Cells transformed with the pFL38 empty plasmid or with YCpMep2, YCpMep2^H199Y^, YCpMep2^H199Y,\ S426stop^. (D) Cells transformed with the pFL38 empty plasmid or with YCpMep2, YCpMep2^H348A^, YCpMep2^G349C^, YCpMep2^G349C,\ S426stop^, YCpMep2^S426stop^. (E) Cells transformed with the pFL38 empty plasmid or with YCpMep2, or YCpMep2^H194E^.](pgen.1008634.g004){#pgen.1008634.g004}

We reasoned that one way to evaluate whether the CTD of Mep2 is required for filamentation induction would be to consider the signaling properties of a variant lacking the full CTD but able to transport sufficient substrate to ensure growth. For this purpose, we characterized a spontaneous suppressor isolated for its ability to confer activity to the Mep2^S426stop^ variant thereby enabling triple-*mepΔ* cells to grow on minimal medium containing 1 mM ammonium. The identified suppressor mutation, H199Y, lies in the 5^th^ TM domain, at the packing interface between TM helices 5, 10 and 11. In ScMep2, residue H199 is located in the vicinity of the conserved H194-H348 histidine-twin (His1-His2) lying along the conducting pore and playing a key role in transport in Mep-Amt-Rh proteins ([Fig 5A and 5B](#pgen.1008634.g005){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@pgen.1008634.ref017], [@pgen.1008634.ref018], [@pgen.1008634.ref028]--[@pgen.1008634.ref030], [@pgen.1008634.ref035], [@pgen.1008634.ref042]--[@pgen.1008634.ref044]\]. The H199Y substitution thus circumvents the requirement of the CTD to enhance substrate translocation through the hydrophobic core of Mep2. Mep2^H199Y,\ S426stop^ and its equivalent version comprising the CTD, Mep2^H199Y^, both enabled efficient complementation of the growth defect of triple-*mepΔ* cells on both SLAD and SHAD ([Fig 4B](#pgen.1008634.g004){ref-type="fig"}). Importantly, despite the absence of the whole CTD, Mep2^H199Y,\ S426stop^ turned able to allow filamentation on SLAD, although with a reduced efficiency compared to native Mep2 ([Fig 4A](#pgen.1008634.g004){ref-type="fig"}). Cells expressing Mep2^H199Y,\ S426stop^ showed a slightly increased capacity to remove ammonium compared to native Mep2 when growing exponentially in SHPD ([Fig 4C](#pgen.1008634.g004){ref-type="fig"}). In the latter case, the correlation between transport and filamentation efficiency appeared not supported. However, these data reveal that the CTD of Mep2 is not strictly required to allow filamentation, while they do not exclude that it somehow plays a positive role in this process. Indeed, the Mep2^H199Y^ variant conserving the CTD induced hyperfilamentation on SLAD compared to Mep2, and some filaments even appeared on SHAD ([Fig 4A](#pgen.1008634.g004){ref-type="fig"}). The variant also showed a slightly increased efficiency of ammonium removal in SHPD ([Fig 4C](#pgen.1008634.g004){ref-type="fig"}), in this case in line with a link between transport and signaling capacities.

![Visualization of interatomic interactions implicating H199 and G349 residues in the ScMep2 crystal structure.\
A close-up (A), a global trimeric (C) and a monomer (D) view of the ScMep2 structure (PDB id 5AEX, chain A). ScMep2 protein is illustrated in grey ribbons with TM5 in blue, TM10 in yellow and TM11 in turquoise, and with the C-terminal coil in red. The H199 side chain is depicted in stick representation with carbon atoms in purple and the α carbon atom of G349 is drawn as a purple sphere. Side chains found in interaction with H199 are shown in stick representation with carbon atoms in green. The histidine-twin H194-H348 is also depicted with carbon atoms in orange. The nitrogen and oxygen atoms are colored in blue and red, respectively. In (A), different type of non-covalent interactions are illustrated by yellow dashed bonds as π-π stack interactions and van der Waals interactions. The distances associated with non-covalent interactions are indicated, as well as the distance between Cα of G349 and ring of H199. Residues drawn are labelled. The non-covalent interactions were defined with the ARPEGGIO program and the images were created using a combination of MolScript and Raster3D programs. (B) WebLogo plots of transmembrane helices TM5 and TM10 in Mep1-like vs Mep2-like sequences. The logo consists of amino acid stack for each position in the aligned sequence dataset. The height of the stack indicates the sequence conservation at that position (maximum = 4 bits), while the height of the amino acid one-letter symbol within the stack shows the relative frequency of the amino acid at that position. The color scheme is aromatic amino acids (F, H, W, Y) in green, polar (N, Q, S, T) in purple, negatively charged (D, E) in red, positively charged (K, R) in blue, aliphatic (A, I, L, M, V) in black, cysteine (C) in brown, proline (P) in grey and glycine (G) in orange. Sequence numbering is according ScMep1 or ScMep2 sequences.](pgen.1008634.g005){#pgen.1008634.g005}

As the cellular context of Npr1-lacking cells appears to influence the Mep2 activity in CTD-dependent and independent ways, we checked the behavior of the H199Y variant in triple-*mepΔ npr1-1* cells. The Mep2^H199Y^ variant was able to suppress the growth defect on SLAD and SHAD ([Fig 4B](#pgen.1008634.g004){ref-type="fig"}), indicating that the H199Y substitution circumvents the requirement of Npr1 for Mep2 activity. Remarkably, the Mep2^H199Y,\ S426Stop^ variant allowed more filamentation in triple-*mepΔ npr1-1* cells than in the presence of Npr1, further indicating that the CTD is dispensable for induction ([Fig 4A](#pgen.1008634.g004){ref-type="fig"}). The Mep2^H199Y^ variant conserving the CTD induced hyperfilamentation on SLAD also in the absence of Npr1 ([Fig 4A](#pgen.1008634.g004){ref-type="fig"}).

We characterized another mutation in the pore that was isolated for its ability to confer activity to Mep2 in Npr1-lacking cells \[[@pgen.1008634.ref025]\]. The G349C mutation lies next to H348 of the histidine-twin in the 10^th^ TM α-helix. We show that, as H199Y, the G349C substitution conferred activity to a Mep2 protein lacking the CTD. When growing exponentially in SHPD, triple-*mepΔ* cells expressing Mep2^G349C,\ S426stop^ showed a slightly increased capacity to remove ammonium (0.5 mM) from the extracellular medium compared to native Mep2, while the Mep2^G349C^ variant conserving the CTD was even more efficient ([Fig 4D](#pgen.1008634.g004){ref-type="fig"}). A growth advantage with the Mep2^G349C^ variant was visible on SHAD (1 mM ammonium) at day 7 ([Fig 4B](#pgen.1008634.g004){ref-type="fig"}), while this advantage was not observed on SLAD (0.1 mM ammonium), probably due to an altered affinity for ammonium. Although Mep2^G349C,\ S426stop^ was able to support growth of triple-*mepΔ* cells and triple-*mepΔ npr1-1* cells on SLAD and SHAD ([Fig 4B](#pgen.1008634.g004){ref-type="fig"}), only the variant with the CTD turned able to allow filamentation on SLAD in triple-*mepΔ* cells ([Fig 4A](#pgen.1008634.g004){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, in Npr1-lacking cells, Mep2^G349C,\ S426stop^ also allowed filamentation on SLAD, supporting that the CTD can be dispensable for induction ([Fig 4A](#pgen.1008634.g004){ref-type="fig"}). Like the Mep2^H199Y^ variant, Mep2^G349C^ conserving the CTD induced hyperfilamentation on SLAD ([Fig 4A](#pgen.1008634.g004){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@pgen.1008634.ref025]\]. Filamentation tips were also visible on SHAD ([Fig 4A](#pgen.1008634.g004){ref-type="fig"}).

H199 and G349 are face-to-face near the pore histidine-twin and TM11 of Mep2 {#sec006}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

We examined the 3D environment of residues H199 and G349 in the X-ray structure of ScMep2 ([Fig 5A](#pgen.1008634.g005){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@pgen.1008634.ref015]\]. Both residues, respectively located in TM5 and TM10, are face-to-face on the helix-helix packing. The side chain of H199 is sandwiched between Y345 on one side and, on the other side, the pair of aliphatic residues L401 and V405 both located on TM11, the last long helix that surrounds the lipid-accessible side of each monomer and that precedes the CTD ([Fig 5C and 5D](#pgen.1008634.g005){ref-type="fig"}). A T-shaped π-π interaction is observed between aromatic rings of H199 and Y345. The H199 side chain makes also van der Waals contacts with both side chains located nearly one helical turn on both sides, i.e. L195 in α-helix upstream and L202 downstream. Based on the crystal structure, H199Y and G349C mutations were predicted as having, respectively, little and destabilizing effects on the thermal protein stability ([S2 Table](#pgen.1008634.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Experimental data showed that both Mep2^H199Y^ and Mep2^G349C^ conserve transport activity and the last is as abundant as native Mep2 ([Fig 4B--4D](#pgen.1008634.g004){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@pgen.1008634.ref025]\], indicating that the proteins are stable and that structural rearrangements probably occur to accommodate these substitutions.

We further compared the sequences of hundreds of fungal Mep1-like and Mep2-like proteins in order to highlight potential specific peculiarities and to establish the degree of conservation of a given residue ([S2 Fig](#pgen.1008634.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). G349 in ScMep2 is very well conserved amongst both Mep1 and Mep2-like proteins, alanine being the other alternative residue encountered at this position ([Fig 5B](#pgen.1008634.g005){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, the nature of the residue at position H199 is variable amongst Mep2-like and Mep1-like proteins. This position is most frequently occupied by A, T, S and H in Mep2-like proteins whereas V, M and L are often found in Mep1-like proteins ([Fig 5B](#pgen.1008634.g005){ref-type="fig"}). Only one analyzed Mep2-like sequence had a Y on the related position (0.29%), H being found in 12.64% of the cases, and F in 8.62%, including CaMep2.

Many amino acids are fully conserved across Mep1 and Mep2-like proteins and spread over the entire protein sequence ([S2 Fig](#pgen.1008634.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The most obvious difference between Mep2-like and Mep1-like proteins is clearly the absolute preservation of an histidine residue at position His1 of the histidine-twin in Mep2-like, H194 in ScMep2, whilst this position is invariably occupied by a glutamate in Mep1-like proteins, E181 in ScMep1 \[[@pgen.1008634.ref029]\]. Other differences, though less obvious, may nevertheless be observed, such as F243(ScMep2) vs L226(ScMep1), I303(ScMep2) vs A285(ScMep1), T359(ScScMep2) vs N341(ScMep1) and to a lesser extent T172(ScMep2) vs V159(ScMep1), T229(ScMep2) vs S212(ScMep1) and N356(ScMep2) vs L338(ScMep1). In addition, F281(ScMep2) has no counterpart in ScMep1. While the Mep2 cytoplasmic enhancer domain (region 428--441 in ScMep2) displays strong sequence similarity with Mep1-like proteins, the autoinhibitory domain of Mep2 is largely distant from Mep1 proteins ([S2 Fig](#pgen.1008634.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The Mep2 pore histidines are not equally impacting on filamentation induction {#sec007}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

We previously described that the H194E mutation at position His1 of the histidine-twin preserves activity of yeast Mep2 while it switches the kinetic properties to ones close to those of Mep1 and leads to loss of filamentation capacity \[[@pgen.1008634.ref029]\]. We consequently proposed the existence of two functional groups of fungal Mep proteins showing differences in the transport mechanism and filamentation induction abilities. Here, we further show that Mep2^H194E^ allowed ammonium removal by triple-*mepΔ* cells in SHPD even faster than native Mep2 ([Fig 4E](#pgen.1008634.g004){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, while Mep2^H194E^ was also able to suppress the growth defect of triple-*mepΔ npr1-1* cells on SLAD and SHAD ([Fig 4B](#pgen.1008634.g004){ref-type="fig"}), it was still unable to allow filamentation ([Fig 4A](#pgen.1008634.g004){ref-type="fig"}). The absence of filamentation was also observed when the variant was expressed in a simple *mep2Δ* background ([S1 Fig](#pgen.1008634.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Hence, transport and signaling functions are uncoupled in Mep2^H194E^. A specific substrate translocation mechanism via the Mep2 pore is connected to filamentation capacity.

The position His2 of the histidine-twin is invariably occupied by a histidine in all Mep-Amt-Rh ammonium transport proteins, including in Mep1-like and Mep2-like proteins. The H348A substitution of the His2 has also been reported to preserve activity while impairing the filamentation capacity of Mep2 \[[@pgen.1008634.ref030]\]. Indeed, Mep2^H348A^ did not allow filamentation of *triple-mepΔ* cells ([Fig 4A](#pgen.1008634.g004){ref-type="fig"}). However, the variant did not efficiently complement the growth defect of the latter cells streaked on SLAD ([Fig 4B](#pgen.1008634.g004){ref-type="fig"}), nor was it able to allow ammonium removal in SHPD ([Fig 4D](#pgen.1008634.g004){ref-type="fig"}). These data indicate that the variant is affected in its transport activity therefore precluding any conclusion on its capacity to induce filamentation. Absence of filamentation was observed when Mep2^H348A^ was expressed in a simple *mep2Δ* background, condition where growth is ensured by ammonium uptake via Mep1 and Mep3 ([S1 Fig](#pgen.1008634.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Mep2^H348A^ did not suppress the growth defect of triple-*mepΔ npr1-1* cells, even if a few suppressor colonies appeared on SHAD after prolonged growth ([Fig 4B](#pgen.1008634.g004){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, in the case of the H348A variant, absence of filamentation induction is correlated to a reduction of transport activity rather than to an uncoupling of transport and signaling functions. These data further support a correlation between transport and filamentation efficiencies.

As for several Mep2 variants, we observed an increased filamentation efficiency in cells lacking Npr1, we evaluated whether the kinase absence could *per se* enhance filamentation, independently of Mep2 in triple-*mepΔ npr1-1* cells. We previously showed that overexpression of Mep1 in Npr1-lacking cells is sufficient to bypass the kinase requirement and allow Mep1 activity \[[@pgen.1008634.ref040]\]. Consistently, Mep1 overexpression enabled growth of triple-*mepΔ npr1-1* cells on SLAD and SHAD ([Fig 4B](#pgen.1008634.g004){ref-type="fig"}). However, no filamentation was observed, indicating that substrate translocation via the pore of Mep2 but not of Mep1 allows filamentation in Npr1-lacking cells ([Fig 4A](#pgen.1008634.g004){ref-type="fig"}).

Overall, the data indicate that the CTD of Mep2 can be dispensable for filamentation induction and that substrate must be translocated via the Mep2 pore following a specific mechanism to allow filamentation induction.

Substrate translocation via Mep1 and Mep2 has different impact on cytosolic pH {#sec008}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A number of studies support that Mep-Amt-Rh proteins translocate NH~3~ after initial recognition and deprotonation of the NH~4~^+^ entity \[[@pgen.1008634.ref018], [@pgen.1008634.ref034], [@pgen.1008634.ref036], [@pgen.1008634.ref037], [@pgen.1008634.ref045], [@pgen.1008634.ref046]\]. Therefore we tried to determine the *in vivo* impact of substrate transport via either Mep1 or Mep2 on the cytosolic pH (pH~c~) using a defined growth condition previously shown to enable the recording of both Mep activities within minutes \[[@pgen.1008634.ref011], [@pgen.1008634.ref014]\]. Indeed, using buffered minimal medium (pH 6.1) with proline as nitrogen source, Mep1 and Mep2 independently ensure rapid ^14^C-methylammonium accumulation. Here, to measure cytosolic pH~c~ variation during the substrate translocation process, we used the cytosolic reporter pHluorin, a ratiometric variant of GFP \[[@pgen.1008634.ref047]\]. As expected, addition of ammonium (2 mM) had no impact on the pH~c~ of triple-*mepΔ* cells consistent with the inability of these cells to transport ammonium at low concentrations ([Fig 6A](#pgen.1008634.g006){ref-type="fig"}). While triple-*mepΔ* cells are unable to grow in the presence of ammonium concentrations below 5 mM (pH 6.1), higher ammonium concentrations enable growth, likely due to a sufficient passive diffusion of the neutral form NH~3~ \[[@pgen.1008634.ref011]\]. Accordingly, addition of ammonium at 20 mM to triple-*mepΔ* cells induced a slight increase of pH~c~ ([Fig 6A](#pgen.1008634.g006){ref-type="fig"}). In wild-type cells, ammonium addition (2 mM) induced a multiphasic response, with a transient pH~c~ drop and a pH~c~ recovery phase followed by an alkalinisation phase ([Fig 6B](#pgen.1008634.g006){ref-type="fig"}). pH maintenance in fungi is ensured by two main key players, the vacuolar H^+^ V-ATPase and the plasma-membrane H^+^-ATPase Pma1, coping with cytosolic acidification \[[@pgen.1008634.ref048]\]. Extrusion of protons via Pma1 is likely responsible for the pH~c~ recovery phase in response to the initial pH drop. Cells expressing only Mep1 showed an initial transient drop of pH~c~, but after the pH~c~ recovery phase, the alkalinisation phase compared to initial pH~c~ was less marked than in wild-type cells ([Fig 6C](#pgen.1008634.g006){ref-type="fig"}). Cells expressing only Mep2 had a different behavior, the initial acidification phase was less marked while the alkalinisation phase was observed as in wild-type cells ([Fig 6D](#pgen.1008634.g006){ref-type="fig"}). The wild-type behavior appears to recapitulate a combination of the Mep1 and Mep2 behaviors ([Fig 6E](#pgen.1008634.g006){ref-type="fig"}).

![Substrate translocation via Mep1 and Mep2 has specific impacts on cytosolic pH.\
Cells transformed with pYES-pHluorin were grown in buffered minimal medium (pH = 6.1) containing 0.1% proline and evolution of pH~c~, corrected for negative control variations (delta-pH), was followed after addition of ammonium 20 mM (grey triangle) (A) and/or 2 mM (black square) (A-D). (A) Triple-*mepΔ* (31019b) cells. (B) Wild-type (23344c) cells. (C) *mep2Δ mep3Δ* (31018b) cells, expressing chromosomal *MEP1*. (D) *mep1Δ mep3Δ* (31022a) cells, expressing chromosomal *MEP2*. (A-D) Averages and standard deviations are reported (n = 3). (E) Combined representation of delta-pH evolution from (B-D) after addition of 2 mM ammonium. Wild-type (black circle), *mep2Δ mep3Δ* (red circle) and *mep1Δ mep3Δ* (green circle) cells. Averages are reported (n = 3).](pgen.1008634.g006){#pgen.1008634.g006}

As the H194E mutation appears to alter the mechanism of ammonium translocation via Mep2, we determined the pH change associated with substrate transport via the Mep2^H194E^ variant. For that purpose, Mep2 variants directly fused to pHluorin in their C-terminal extremity were expressed in triple-*mepΔ* cells. This technique shows the advantage of reporting local pH variations near the plasma membrane, close to Mep2 proteins. Fluorescence microscopy confirmed the plasma membrane localization of the tested Mep2-pHluorin variants ([Fig 7](#pgen.1008634.g007){ref-type="fig"}). In proline-grown cells expressing the inactive Mep2^D186N^-pHluorin, addition of ammonium (2 or 0.5 mM) had no clear impact on the pH, consistent with the inability of Mep2^D186N^ to recognize and transport ammonium ([Fig 7B](#pgen.1008634.g007){ref-type="fig"}). In cells expressing Mep2-pHluorin, ammonium addition, either at 2 or 0.5 mM, induced an instant and transient pH drop followed by a rapid alkalinisation phase ([Fig 7A](#pgen.1008634.g007){ref-type="fig"}). In cells expressing Mep2^H194E^-pHluorin, addition of 2 or 0.5 mM ammonium induced a pronounced pH drop followed by a pH recovery phase but no alkalinisation phase compared to initial pH ([Fig 7C](#pgen.1008634.g007){ref-type="fig"}). The drop was even more important than the one observed for pH~c~ in cells expressing Mep1 ([Fig 6C](#pgen.1008634.g006){ref-type="fig"}).

![Substrate translocation via Mep2^H194E^ induces a pH decrease.\
Haploid triple-*mepΔ* cells (31019b) were transformed with pMep2-pHluorin (A), pMep2^D186N^-pHluorin (B) and pMep2^H194E^-pHluorin (C) and grown in a buffered minimal medium (pH = 6.1) containing 0.1% proline. Evolution of pH, corrected for negative control variations (delta-pH), was followed after addition of ammonium 2 mM (black square) and 0.5 mM (open square). The cells were also visualized by fluorescence microscopy (panel 3). Scale bar, 5 μm.](pgen.1008634.g007){#pgen.1008634.g007}

These data indicate that, in the tested conditions, Mep1 and Mep2-mediated translocations of substrate(s) have specific different impacts on pH~c~. Transport activity of Mep2^H194E^ appears to impact intracellular pH in a similar way than Mep1 activity, still suggesting that the H194E mutation modifies the transport mechanism of Mep2 into a transport mechanism closer to the one of Mep1.

Substrate translocation via Mep1 and Mep2 operates via distinct mechanisms {#sec009}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Electrophysiology analyses were next performed upon heterologous expression of Mep1 and Mep2 proteins in *Xenopus* oocytes. Using ammonium 3 mM, currents were recorded for Mep1, saturating with a voltage-dependent K~m~ of 258 μM at -100 mV ([Fig 8A--8C](#pgen.1008634.g008){ref-type="fig"}). By contrast, no current was recorded for Mep2 ([Fig 8A and 8B](#pgen.1008634.g008){ref-type="fig"}). The phosphomimetic S457D substitution did not favor Mep2 activity in the tested conditions. In addition, the H194E substitution with or without the combination of S457D had no impact on the recorded currents ([Fig 8A and 8B](#pgen.1008634.g008){ref-type="fig"}). We tested whether the absence of current was due to mislocalization, potentially linked to a Mep2 glycosylation matter. GFP-tagged versions of Mep2 and of the non-glycosylable Mep2^N4Q^ variant were both targeted to the oocyte surface ([Fig 8D](#pgen.1008634.g008){ref-type="fig"}), indicating that glycosylation is not representing an issue for correct localization in oocyte, similarly to the yeast system \[[@pgen.1008634.ref019]\]. Absence of current with Mep2^S457D^ was also not due to mislocalization of the protein. By contrast, the H194E substitution affected the stability of the GFP-tagged Mep2 protein, indicating that we cannot conclude about the transport mechanism used by this variant expressed in oocytes ([Fig 8D](#pgen.1008634.g008){ref-type="fig"}). Finally, ^15^N-ammonium uptake experiments were performed to evaluate the functionality of the Mep proteins in oocytes. Of note, our data reveal that Mep2 and its Mep2^S457D^ variant were functional in oocytes, enabling substrate transport as well as Mep1 ([Fig 8E](#pgen.1008634.g008){ref-type="fig"}).

![Functional characterization of Mep1 and Mep2 in *Xenopus* oocytes.\
(A) Current / Voltage plot showing currents induced by 3 mM ammonium in dependence of the membrane potential. Mep1 is shown as closed black circles. Mep2, Mep2^H194E^, Mep2^S457D^ and Mep2^H194E\ S457D^ are shown as open, circles, squares, triangles and diamonds, respectively. All currents were recorded at pH 5.5 from the same batch of oocytes. Data is given as means (n≥4) ± SD. (B) Currents induced by 3 mM NH~4~Cl at a membrane potential of -100 mV. Data is shown as means ± SE (n≥4) and significant differences at P\<0.01 according to Tukey's test are indicated by different letters. (C) Concentration-dependence of the ammonium currents of Mep1 at pH 5.5. Net currents at -100 mV are given in dependence of the ammonium concentration. Data is given as means ± SD (n = 5). (D) Mep2-GFP, Mep2^N4Q^-GFP, Mep2^H194E^-GFP and Mep2^S457D^-GFP fusion protein localization at the plasma membrane of oocytes. Control shows non-injected (NI) oocytes. Dark pictures show GFP fluorescence in the membrane, bright pictures show bright-field (BF) images of the oocyte. Shown is one representative picture of n = 30. Scale bar, 200 μm. (E) Influx of ^15^N-labelled ammonium into oocytes expressing Mep1, Mep2, and Mep2^S457D^. Water injected oocytes were used as negative control. Oocytes were incubated for 20 min in media containing 3 mM NH~4~Cl at pH 5.5. Data is given as means ± SE (n≥8) and significant differences at P\<0.01 according to Tukey's test are indicated by different letters.](pgen.1008634.g008){#pgen.1008634.g008}

Hence, in the tested conditions, substrate translocation is electrogenic via Mep1 whilst it is electroneutral via Mep2, supporting a different transport mechanism between these proteins.

The H188E pore mutation abolishes signaling ability of *C*. *albicans* Mep2 in *S*. *cerevisiae* {#sec010}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The orthologue of *S*. *cerevisiae* Mep2 from *C*. *albicans*, CaMep2, is likewise required for filamentation of the pathogen whilst its CaMep1 paralogue is not \[[@pgen.1008634.ref022]\]. Only CaMep2 is able to allow filamentation upon heterologous expression in *S*. *cerevisiae* \[[@pgen.1008634.ref022]\]. This suggests that ScMep2 and CaMep2 employ a similar signaling mechanism. Like in *S*. *cerevisiae*, CaMep2 displays the conserved histidine-twin in the conducting pore while in CaMep1 a glutamate replaces the first histidine residue of the pair. We therefore addressed the impact of the H188E substitution, the equivalent of H194E in ScMep2, on the signaling function of CaMep2 in *S*. *cerevisiae*. Vectors were constructed to express and overexpress CaMep2 and CaMep2^H188E^, under the control of the Sc*MEP2* promoter and terminator, in triple-*mepΔ* cells. CaMep2 and CaMep2^H188E^ expressed from a centromeric plasmid did not efficiently complement the growth defect of triple-*mepΔ* cells, growth being only barely visible after 7 days on SHAD ([Fig 9A](#pgen.1008634.g009){ref-type="fig"}). No filamentation was observed in these conditions ([Fig 9B](#pgen.1008634.g009){ref-type="fig"}). The same variants expressed from an episomal plasmid allowed a better complementation of triple-*mepΔ* cells, growth being visible after 7 days on both SLAD and SHAD ([Fig 9A](#pgen.1008634.g009){ref-type="fig"}). Filamentation was observed on SLAD and SHAD with cells overexpressing CaMep2 but not CaMep2^H188E^ ([Fig 9B](#pgen.1008634.g009){ref-type="fig"}). Of note, overexpressed CaMep2^H188E^ allowed efficient growth on SHAD but not filamentous growth indicating that the H188E mutation impairs signaling.

![The H188E pore mutation abolishes the signaling ability of *C*. *albicans* Mep2 expressed in *S*. *cerevisiae*.\
Homozygous diploid triple-*mepΔ* (ZAM38) cells were transformed with the pFL38 empty plasmid (-) or with the centromeric plasmids, YCpMep2, YCpCaMep2, YCpCaMep2^H188E^, or with the episomal plasmids, YEpCaMep2 or YEpCaMep2^H188E^. (A) Growth tests of low-density cell suspensions on SLAD and SHAD media at day 3 (3d) and 7 (7d) at 29°C. (B) Pseudohyphal growth tests of high-density cell suspensions dropped on SLAD and SHAD media at day 7 at 29°C.](pgen.1008634.g009){#pgen.1008634.g009}

Overall, the histidine-to-glutamate pore substitution abolishes the signaling ability of both ScMep2 and CaMep2 indicating that a conserved transport mechanism might underlie their filamentation signaling capacity in baker yeast and also in *C*. *albicans*.

Discussion {#sec011}
==========

This work brings novel insights into the molecular mechanism enabling yeast Mep2-type ammonium transport proteins to trigger the signal leading to filamentation induction. Overall, our data support that the signaling property of Mep2 is intimately linked to the molecular events occurring during substrate translocation through the pore. Our interest was first focused on the role of the Mep2 CTD in filamentation induction as we previously showed this region plays an important role in fine-tuning the transport activity of the hydrophobic core of the protein \[[@pgen.1008634.ref039]\]. The C-terminal extension is also the largest part of the protein facing the cytosol, the N-terminus being periplasmic \[[@pgen.1008634.ref019]\]. Mep2 cytosolic domains are likely to interact with signaling partners in analogy to 7TM GPCRs that are widely appreciated to act as platforms coordinating interactions of proteins involved in a variety of aspects of cell signaling \[[@pgen.1008634.ref049]\].

A close link was observed between the efficiency of filamentation induction and the substrate transport efficiency of Mep2 that impacts on the consequent growth ability at limiting ammonium levels. Mep2 proteins lacking the autoinhibitory CTD enabled improved substrate transport and supported enhanced filamentation while those bearing truncations in the enhancer domain showed reduced transport capacity and did not support efficient growth of triple-*mepΔ* cells nor filamentation induction. The transport and signaling functions of Mep2 are thus not fully uncoupled in the latter variants. This conclusion contrasts with the behavior of a CTD variant of the Mep2-type protein from *Candida albicans* affected in the corresponding enhancer region. The respective variant did not allow filamentation while ensuring growth of a double-*mep* mutant strain and enabling ammonium removal at levels comparable to native Mep2 \[[@pgen.1008634.ref022]\]. Variants of *C*. *albicans* and *S*. *cerevisiae* Mep2 orthologues frequently behave differently. For instance, the CaMep2^D180N^ variant equivalent to ScMep2^D186N^ affected in substrate recognition is unstable and mislocalized \[[@pgen.1008634.ref028], [@pgen.1008634.ref031]\]. Further, the G349C mutation in ScMep2 suppresses the Npr1 kinase requirement for activity and allows filamentation induction, while the corresponding counterpart CaMep2^G343C^ turns similarly insensitive to CaNpr1 but loses the ability to allow filamentation, possibly caused by a reduced ammonium transport efficiency \[[@pgen.1008634.ref025], [@pgen.1008634.ref050]\]. Specificities in experimental procedures (medium, temperature, agar) might potentially delineate some discrepancies. In our studies, *S*. *cerevisiae* cells are grown at 29°C in all experiments, while in *C*. *albicans* the dependency of CaMep2 activity and filamentation induction on the CaNpr1 kinase observable at 30°C is lost at 37°C, indicating that a raise in the temperature is allowing a conformation permissive for transport despite the absence of the kinase \[[@pgen.1008634.ref050]\]. In *S*. *cerevisiae*, single substitutions in periplasmic, hydrophobic or cytosolic domains including intracellular loops and CTD are able to confer a permissive conformation to Mep2 allowing activity even in the Npr1 absence \[[@pgen.1008634.ref039]\]. Thus, minor changes all along Mep2 can suppress the Npr1 requirement for activity and negative control by the autoinhibitory domain. Here, on the filamentation-induction medium, a number of CTD Mep2 variants including the one lacking the autoinhibitory domain allowed increased growth and filamentation when expressed in Npr1-lacking cells indicating that the cellular context in the absence of the kinase also influences the Mep2 activity in a manner independent of the autoinhibitory CTD. On one hand, the apparent increased abundance detected by western blot for slightly active Mep2 variants could reflect an *in vivo* increased abundance that could contribute to the growth and filamentation observed in the absence of Npr1. Derepression of genes submitted to the nitrogen catabolite repression has indeed been reported in *npr1* cells \[[@pgen.1008634.ref051]\]. However, a better recognition efficiency of less phosphorylated Mep2 proteins by the anti-peptide polyclonal antibodies used in western blots could also contribute to the apparent increased abundance observed in *npr1* cells. In addition, we found that the pH~c~ of Npr1-lacking cells (strain 30788a) is significantly more acidic than the one of 23344c wild-type cells (6.96±0.08 vs 7.10±0.08, p\<10^−5^, n = 19); this might lead to rearrangements in Mep2 allowing increased activity or favoring the substrate translocation. In the same line, we here observed a better complementation efficiency of CTD Mep2 variants in the YNB-based unbuffered medium, where the pH can easily drop below pH 5 during growth \[[@pgen.1008634.ref051]\], compared to the minimal buffered medium (pH 6.1) used in a previous study \[[@pgen.1008634.ref039]\]. This likely relies on the optimal pH of transport which is close to pH 4.5 for Mep2 \[[@pgen.1008634.ref029]\].

In the scope to design a Mep2 variant showing uncoupled transport and signaling properties, we constructed a transport-inactive Mep2^D186N,\ S457D^ variant with mutations favoring an active structural conformation of Mep2 \[[@pgen.1008634.ref015], [@pgen.1008634.ref039]\], while preventing substrate recognition and therefore translocation \[[@pgen.1008634.ref031]\]. Together our data indicate that substrate must be recognized, or that Mep2 must undergo the conformational changes occurring during substrate translocation to allow filamentation. Signaling usually starts by the binding of a ligand to a weakly expressed receptor triggering a signal amplified by second messengers. A peculiarity of the Mep2-dependent signaling resides in the requirement of high expression levels of the transport protein to trigger filamentation \[[@pgen.1008634.ref022]\], suggesting that signal amplification occurs at the very first step of the transmission. Under non-preferred nitrogen source supplementation, Mep2 is an abundant protein, far more abundant than Mep1 or Mep3, while its V~max~ is the lowest amongst the three Meps suggesting that the turnover of Mep2 is much lower than Mep1 and Mep3 \[[@pgen.1008634.ref011]\]. Moreover, engineered overexpression of Mep2-type proteins is sufficient to trigger inappropriate filamentation during sufficient nitrogen supply \[[@pgen.1008634.ref030], [@pgen.1008634.ref052]\]. These observations suggest that there is a quantitative requirement for sufficient substrate translocation events via Mep2 to trigger filamentation. This is also supported by the filamentation occurring even on SHAD only when *C*. *albicans* Mep2 is overexpressed in *S*. *cerevisiae* cells. In baker yeast, the Mep2^CΔ428--449^ and Mep2^CΔ434--485^ variants are able to induce efficient filamentation in Npr1-lacking cells despite internal deletions in sum covering large parts of the CTD. In these variants, the region corresponding to the one shown as important for filamentation but dispensable for transport in *C*. *albicans*, is either totally or largely removed \[[@pgen.1008634.ref022]\]. The behavior of Mep2^H199Y,\ S426stop^ and Mep2^G349C,\ S426stop^ indicates that, if the translocation event is *per se* able to trigger the signal, the latter can be transmitted despite the absence of the CTD. However, the CTD seems to improve the signaling process, as these truncated proteins are not as efficient as native Mep2 in enabling filamentation. The CTD might for instance contribute to the stability of the protein. Substrate translocation process through the pore of the hydrophobic core appears nevertheless sufficient to allow filamentation. If potential signaling partners exist, they do not exclusively bind to the CTD. Interaction could also take place at the level of the intracellular loops or laterally in the lipid bilayer.

At the transport function level, H199Y and G349C substitutions suppress the requirement of the C-terminal tail to upregulate substrate translocation through the pore of Mep2. The relative position of both residues, their vicinity to the key histidine-twin of the pore and the network formed with I401 and V405 residues in the TM11 suggest that these residues participate to the mechanism enabling the C-terminal tail to fine-tune transport. TM11 crosses diagonally the lipid-exposed face of one monomer to end in the cytoplasm where it is directly prolonged by the CTD. The substitutions may have induced a repositioning of the TM11 domains surrounding the trimer and promoted a conformation influencing the position of the pore histidines that facilitates transport. In *E*. *coli* AmtB, a substitution to leucine of I359 which lies at one helix turn from the corresponding I401 in ScMep2 enables to bypass the C-terminus requirement \[[@pgen.1008634.ref053]\]. As the side chain of I359 contacts residues in TM5 and TM10, this could be consistent with TM11 influencing the positions of the critical histidine-twin, and therefore transport.

One major difference between the pores of Mep2-type and Mep1/3-type proteins is the invariable presence in the latter of a glutamate at the position His1 of the otherwise conserved histidine-twin found in Mep-Amt-Rh ammonium transport proteins. We have shown that a Mep1 variant with a reconstituted histidine-twin is inactive, indicating that histidine and glutamate are not equivalent in the pore \[[@pgen.1008634.ref029]\]. Inversely, a Mep2^H194E^ variant with a glutamate at His1 is active but shows important modifications in the kinetic of substrate translocation, with an increased V~max~ and a pH optimum shift, becoming closer to Mep1 properties. Other specific residues probably enable to accommodate the glutamate in the pore of Mep1 to allow substrate translocation. While Mep2^H194E^ is active, it turns unable to allow filamentation suggesting that the kinetic of substrate translocation, or the pathway followed by the substrate through the pore is crucial to trigger filamentation.

Uncoupling of transport and sensing functions was previously proposed to occur in a Mep2^H348A^-GFP tagged variant with a substitution at position His2 of the histidine-twin, conserving transport activity while losing the ability to allow filamentation \[[@pgen.1008634.ref030]\]. Conservation of ammonium transport activity was also concluded in another study in which the Mep2^H348A^ variant was overexpressed under the control of a strong constitutive promoter \[[@pgen.1008634.ref042]\]. By contrast, an equivalent CaMep2^H342A^-GFP variant was non-functional, but also did not reach the plasma membrane \[[@pgen.1008634.ref028]\]. Our data with non-tagged and not overexpressed Mep2^H348A^ variant are consistent with a reduction of transport activity, precluding to conclude on transport/sensing uncoupling. In ScMep2^H194E^, transport and signaling functions appear uncoupled, but the kinetic of transport and probably the mechanism of transport are modified \[[@pgen.1008634.ref029]\]. Of note, the corresponding CaMep2^H188E^ variant also loses the capability to allow filamentation in *S*. *cerevisiae* compared to CaMep2, indicating that the signaling mechanism employed by the Mep2 protein from the pathogen is similar.

Our data are consistent with filamentation signaling occurring during the conformational changes of the hydrophobic core of Mep2 accompanying substrate translocation through the pore. This could be sensed by surrounding signaling partners triggering filamentation. It is also conceivable that Mep2 proteins in condition of filamentation induction are transporting a specific substrate, a given molecular entity that must be transported in sufficient amounts to in turn induce the signal leading to filamentation, directly or indirectly. For instance, while characterizing the specific behavior of Mep2^H194E^, we initially proposed that functional subfamilies could co-exist in fungal Mep-Amt-Rh transport proteins, impacting on internal pH in opposed ways, in turn allowing or not filamentation \[[@pgen.1008634.ref029]\]. The question of the mechanism used by Mep-Amt-Rh to translocate ammonium has been the center of numerous studies and debates \[[@pgen.1008634.ref018], [@pgen.1008634.ref032]--[@pgen.1008634.ref037]\]. Use of N isotope fractionation principles, recently indicated that all Mep-Amt-Rh proteins perform NH~4~^+^ deprotonation during the transport process, followed by NH~3~ effective translocation \[[@pgen.1008634.ref037]\]. The fate of the released proton remained unsolved. Here, we show that, in exponentially growing cells, Mep1 and Mep2 alter differently the cytosolic pH upon ammonium supplementation, Mep1 tending to acidify whereas Mep2 to alkalinize the cytosol. Ammonium transport by Mep2^H194E^ induces a pronounced acidification, a behavior more similar to Mep1. Moreover, electrophysiology and uptake measurements upon heterologous expression in *Xenopus* oocytes indicate that Mep1 ensures electrogenic transport of ammonium while Mep2 enables electroneutral transport. This could be consistent with Mep1 ensuring the co-translocation of the proton while Mep2 does not. It is tempting to consider the possible existence of fungal Mep proteins showing different substrate transport mechanisms with alternatives regarding proton translocation and with different subsequent impact on filamentation induction. The fate of the proton released by NH~4~^+^ deprotonation could thus vary according to the considered Mep-Amt-Rh protein or even according to the environmental condition for a given protein. Studies using an intramolecular probe sensing conformational changes in Mep2 indicate structural constraints at pH 4 but not at pH 6 upon ammonium addition \[[@pgen.1008634.ref054]\]. We have shown that Mep2 ensures rapid and efficient substrate uptake at both pH in initial uptake rate measurements \[[@pgen.1008634.ref011], [@pgen.1008634.ref029]\]. Altogether, these data suggest that Mep2 could also be able to translocate substrate by different mechanisms with different conformational outcomes. As mentioned before, two different C-terminally truncated *C*. *albicans* Mep2 proteins, one of which promotes hyperfilamentation, while the removal of few additional amino acids abolishes filamentation without altering transport efficiency have been described \[[@pgen.1008634.ref022]\]. It is conceivable that the additional truncation has altered the mode of transport from Mep2-like to Mep1-like. The precise physiological and electrochemical context of cells facing the filamentation milieu could favor a given transport mechanism in Mep2, in turn allowing filamentation directly or indirectly. In the tested conditions, with cells growing exponentially in non-limiting conditions, the pH variation associated with substrate transport via Mep proteins was minor. However, small pH changes could nevertheless impact on signaling pathways. pH modifications are known to regulate several cellular processes, such as cell proliferation and differentiation \[[@pgen.1008634.ref055]--[@pgen.1008634.ref058]\]. As pH~c~ homeostasis is sharply controlled, these cell processes are driven by relatively small changes in pH. For example, apoptosis appears to be triggered by pH variations as small as 0.3--0.4 \[[@pgen.1008634.ref059]\]. Moreover, by leaving the proton in the periplasm after NH~4~^+^ deprotonation, Mep2 could contribute to the maintenance of the electrochemical gradient, which could turn advantageous during limitation conditions. By promoting the translocation of the weak and diffusible base NH~3~, Mep2 transport function could further affect acidic stores of the cells. This could for instance potentially lead to calcium release and subsequent activation of signaling pathways, as proposed in other cellular contexts \[[@pgen.1008634.ref009], [@pgen.1008634.ref060], [@pgen.1008634.ref061]\]. There is a growing interest for the role that pH modulation could play in the virulence of pathogenic fungi \[[@pgen.1008634.ref062], [@pgen.1008634.ref063]\].

In 1998, Lorenz and Heitman proposed, for the first time to our knowledge, that a yeast transporter, Mep2, could play an additional sensor role triggering filamentation signaling \[[@pgen.1008634.ref020]\]. Nowadays, the concept of transceptors, used to define proteins combining a substrate transport capacity and a substrate receptor function coupled to a signal transmission, appears to concern transporters of all kind of micro- and macro- nutrients in eukaryotes, from fungi to human \[[@pgen.1008634.ref064], [@pgen.1008634.ref065]\]. Albeit an exciting concept, the firm demonstration of the existence of transceptors with separated transport and sensing functions remains highly challenging. Identification of the expected protein partners required to relay the signal to global response systems represents a major task to support the concept. Here, by addressing the transceptor function of ScMep2, we show that signaling proceeds in the absence of putative partners exclusively binding to the CTD, the largest cytosolic domain of the protein, and that signaling and transport functions are closely intertwined. A distinct electroneutral NH~3~ transport via ScMep2 implies that the signaling function might be, directly or indirectly, linked to proton-dependent processes pointing to pH as a putative signal mediator.

Methods {#sec012}
=======

Strains and growth conditions {#sec013}
-----------------------------

The *S*. *cerevisiae* strains used in this study are listed in [S3 Table](#pgen.1008634.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. All the strains are isogenic with the wild type Ʃ1278b \[[@pgen.1008634.ref066]\]. Cells were grown at 29°C. Cell transformation and gene deletions were performed as described previously \[[@pgen.1008634.ref067], [@pgen.1008634.ref068]\]. Cells were grown on minimal buffered medium (pH 6.1) supplemented with 3% glucose, vitamins, and trace metals prior to use \[[@pgen.1008634.ref069]\]. Agarose MP (Roche) 1% was used for corresponding solid medium. For cell maintenance, 0.1% glutamate was provided as nitrogen source to avoid selection pressure. For pHluorin assays, 0.1% proline was used as nitrogen source. Pseudohyphal growth tests were performed as previously described \[[@pgen.1008634.ref005]\]. A suspension of diploid cells was patched onto Synthetic Low Ammonium Dextrose (SLAD) and Synthetic High Ammonium Dextrose (SHAD) (0.68% Yeast Nitrogen Base without amino acids and without (NH~4~)~2~SO~4~, 3% glucose, 1% agar bacteriological (Oxoid)), respectively supplemented with 50 μM or 0.5 mM (NH~4~)~2~SO~4~. For growth tests, diploid cells were streaked on SLAD and SHAD media to follow the formation of colonies. For ammonium removal assays, cells were grown in liquid Synthetic High Proline Dextrose (SHPD) medium (0.68% Yeast Nitrogen Base without amino acids and without (NH~4~)~2~SO~4~, 3% glucose, 0.1% proline). The use of the non-preferred source proline has been previously shown to enable high expression of *MEP* genes, and high levels of substrate transport activity when using a minimal buffered medium (pH 6.1) \[[@pgen.1008634.ref011], [@pgen.1008634.ref069]\]. The *Escherichia coli* JM109 strain was used for plasmid purification and amplification. Bacteria cells were grown at 37°C in liquid rich medium composed of 0.1% glucose, 1% bactotryptone, 1% bactopeptone, 0.5% yeast extracts, 0.5% NaCl, 0.07% K~2~HPO~4~ and 0.3% KH~2~PO~4~. The corresponding solid medium was supplemented with 1% agarose MP (Roche). To select bacteria successfully transformed by a plasmid, L-ampicilin 50 μg/ml was added to the culture medium.

Plasmids and mutagenesis {#sec014}
------------------------

Plasmids used in this study are listed in [S4 Table](#pgen.1008634.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. For electrophysiological analyses, the DNA sequence of Mep1, Mep2 and Mep2-GFP were amplified by PCR using as templates YCpMep1, YCpMep2 and p416 Gal1-Mep2-GFP plasmids, respectively. All the plasmids were restricted with BamHI and SpeI enzymes and the recovered inserts were ligated into pOO2, a pBF-derived oocyte expression plasmid. The pMep2-pHluorin plasmid was constructed in two steps. First, GFP was replaced by the pHluorin using *in vivo* recombination in the p416 Gal1-Mep2-GFP plasmid linearized with HpaI. In the second step, the *GAL1* promoter of the obtained plasmid was replaced by the native *MEP2* promoter (-660 to -1) by restriction-ligation steps in the SacI and SpeI restriction sites. Site-directed mutageneses of *MEP2* were performed using the QuikChange II Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit (Agilent Technologies), as described by the provider. Plasmid extraction from bacterial cells was performed using the GeneJET Plasmid Miniprep Kit (Thermo Fischer). CaMep2 (orf19.5672), containing the Sc*MEP2* promoter (-400 to -1) and terminator (1 to 262), and the mutated CaMep2^H188E^ genes were synthesized and cloned in pFL38 and pFL44 vectors by GeneCust.

All constructs were verified by sequencing. The sequence of all the primers used in this study are available upon request.

Ammonium removal assay {#sec015}
----------------------

Cells were grown to exponential phase in SHPD medium. At time 0, 250 μM (NH~4~)~2~SO~4~ was added to the culture and samples of culture supernatant were withdrawn at time intervals and assayed for ammonium concentration by enzymatic coupling with L-glutamate dehydrogenase (Roche) \[[@pgen.1008634.ref014]\]. The experiment was started at the same OD~660~ for all cultures.

Western Immunoblotting {#sec016}
----------------------

Membrane-enriched cell extracts were prepared as previously described \[[@pgen.1008634.ref039]\]. For PNGase F treatment on membrane-enriched cell extracts, the collected membrane pellet was suspended in buffer (1X PBS, 10 mM EDTA pH8, 0.5% octyl glucopyranoside, 0.2% 2-mercaptoethanol, 3 mM PMSF and proteinase inhibitors) and incubated 1 h at 37°C in the presence of 1.5 unit of peptide-N-glycosidase F (PNGase F, Sigma-Aldrich, Roche). Proteins were precipitated with 10% TCA. For blot analysis, equal protein amounts (≈20 μg) were loaded onto a 7% SDS-polyacrylamide gel in a Tricine system \[[@pgen.1008634.ref070]\]. After transfer to a nitrocellulose membrane, Mep2 proteins were probed with a rabbit antiserum (1:1000) raised against the C-terminal region of Mep2 \[[@pgen.1008634.ref019]\]. Pma1 proteins were probed as loading control with anti-Pma1 antibodies (1:10000) \[[@pgen.1008634.ref071]\]. Primary antibodies were detected with horseradish peroxidase-conjugated anti-rabbit-IgG secondary antibodies followed by measurement of chemoluminescence (Lumi-Light^PLUS^, Roche).

*In vivo* pH measurement {#sec017}
------------------------

Cells were transformed with pYES-pHluorin or pMep2-pHluorin plasmids. For *in situ* pHluorin calibration, about 10^7^ cells, exponentially growing in buffered minimal proline medium, were centrifuged for 5 minutes at 14,000 rpm and resuspended in PBS containing 0.1 mg/ml digitonin. After 15 minutes of gentle agitation at room temperature, cells were centrifuged 5 minutes at 14,000 rpm and resuspended in citric acid/Na~2~HPO~4~ buffer of pH values ranging from 5.2 to 8.2. pHluorin fluorescence emission at 510 nm was measured at two excitation wavelengths (395 and 475 nm) using an Infinite M200pro (Tecan) multimode microplate reader. The ratio of emission intensity resulting from excitation at 395 and 475 nm was calculated, plotted against the corresponding buffer pH and fitted to a third-degree polynomial regression curve. For *in vivo* pH measurements, cells expressing pHluorin were grown in buffered minimal proline medium to the exponential phase and 200 μl of culture containing about 0.2x10^7^ cells were used. Fluorescence emitted at 510 nm was directly measured at two excitation wavelengths (395 and 475 nm), and the ratio of fluorescence intensity values (F395/F475) was calculated. The pH values were calculated by extrapolating the ratio values on the calibration curve. In ammonium treatment experiments, 20 μl of medium containing ammonium at a concentration enabling to reach the desired final concentration was added to the proline-grown cells. Cells treated with ammonium-free medium were used as negative control. Evolution of pH was corrected for negative control variation (ΔpH) by subtracting for each time point the pH values of the negative control from pH values of interest conditions. All pH determination experiments were repeated at least three times. The standard deviations are indicated for the values corresponding to the averages of the independent experiments.

Electrophysiological measurements and ammonium uptake in Oocytes {#sec018}
----------------------------------------------------------------

The electrophysiological methods are described in more detail elsewhere \[[@pgen.1008634.ref072]\]. Briefly, oocytes were ordered at Ecocyte Bioscience (Castrop-Rauxel), presorted again and injected with 50 nl of cRNA (0.8 μg/μl). Oocytes were kept in ND96 for 4 days at 18°C and then placed in a small recording chamber. The recording solution was 110 mM choline chloride, 2 mM CaCl~2~, 2 mM MgCl~2~, and 5 mM MES, pH adjusted to 5.5 with Tris. Variable ammonium concentrations were added as NH~4~Cl salt. Currents without added ammonium were subtracted at each voltage. For determination of ammonium uptake, the oocytes were incubated for 30 min in recording solution additionally containing 3 mM 98% ^15^N added as ammonium sulfate salt. The oocytes were washed six times in H~2~O before they were separately put in tin cups for isotope ratio mass spectrometry measurements. Cups were balanced before usage and after freeze-drying of the oocyte. The cup with oocyte was closed, balanced again and used for ^15^N and total N determination by isotope ratio mass spectrometry.

Photomicroscopy {#sec019}
---------------

Pictures of yeast colonies were taken directly from Petri plates using a Zeiss Axio Observer Z1 microscope, driven by MetaMorph (MDS Analytical Technologies), with a 10x primary objective and a 2.5x camera adaptor.

Fluorescence microscopy {#sec020}
-----------------------

Images of yeast cells were acquired using a Zeiss LSM710 laser-scanning confocal microscope, equipped with the Airy scan module. Acquisitions were performed using the ZEN 2.1 software and images were processed using ImageJ. For localization analysis of Mep-GFP fusion constructs in oocytes, the latter were kept in ND96 and then directly analyzed under an LSM700_ZEN_2010 microscope (Zeiss). The excitation wavelength was 488 nm; emission was detected for GFP between 500 and 550 nm.

Structure and sequence analyses {#sec021}
-------------------------------

The images of the ScMep2 structure \[[@pgen.1008634.ref015]\] (PDB id 5AEX, chain A) were produced using a combination of MolScript and Raster3D programs. The non-covalent interactions were defined with the ARPEGGIO program.

The protein stability changes (ΔΔG) upon single-point mutation were predicted using 7 different programs: INPS3D, mCHS, I-mutant3.0, ENCom, SDM, DUET and Dynat-Mut.

For the WebLogo analyses, two datasets were retrieved from the UniRef100 database by Blast searches with the ScMep1 (sp:P40260) and ScMep2 (sp:P41948) as searching sequences, respectively. Multiple sequence alignments were performed with the ClustalW2 program. Sequences containing too many gaps in the multiple alignments were removed. Sequences were subdivided according to secondary structures and subdomain limits. The WebLogo server was then used to generate the different plots.

Supporting information {#sec022}
======================

###### Reduced transport function of poorly active Mep2 CTD variants correlates with reduced pseudohyphal growth efficiency.

(A-B) Homozygous diploid *mep2Δ* (ZAB2) cells were transformed with the pFL38 empty plasmid (-) or with YCpMep2, YCpMep2^S426stop^, YCpMep2^CΔ428--431^, YCpMep2^CΔ428--449^, YCpMep2^CΔ434--449^, YCpMep2^CΔ434--485^, YCpMep2^H199Y,\ S426stop^, YCpMep2^H194E^ and YCpMep2^H348A^. (A) Growth tests on SLAD and SHAD media at day 3 (3d) and 7 (7d) at 29°C. (B) Pseudohyphal growth tests on SLAD and SHAD media at day 7 at 29°C.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### WebLogo plots of the structural segments in Mep1-like vs Mep2-like sequences.

Two datasets were retrieved from the UniRef100 database by Blast searches with the ScMep1 (sp:P40260) and ScMep2 (sp:P41948) as searching sequences, respectively. No sequence was in common to the two datasets by considering the 350 top hits reported. Multiple sequence alignments were performed with the ClustalW2 program. Sequences containing too many gaps in the multiple alignments were removed, resulting in 348 sequences for both pools of sequences. Sequences were subdivided according secondary structures and subdomain limits, giving the following structural segments, from N- to C-terminal, the external N-terminus, the transmembrane helix \#1 (TM1), the cytoplasmic loop \#1 (CL1), TM2, the external loop \#2 (EL2), TM3, CL3, TM4, EL4, TM5, CL5, TM6, EL6, TM7, CL7, TM8, EL8, TM9, CL9, TM10, EL10, TM11, the cytoplasmic C-terminal proximal linker, the cytoplasmic enhancer subdomain, the cytoplasmic C-terminal linker subdomain, the cytoplasmic autoinhibitory subdomain and the distal part of the cytoplasmic C-terminus. Note that the CTD of ScMep1 was subdivided according sequence comparison with ScMep2. The WebLogo server ([https://weblogo.berkeley.edu](https://weblogo.berkeley.edu/)) was then used to generate the different plots, one for each structural segment. The logo consists of amino acid stack for each position in the aligned sequence dataset. The height of the stack indicates the sequence conservation at that position (maximum = 4 bits), while the height of the amino acid one-letter symbol within the stack shows the relative frequency of the amino acid at that position. The color scheme is aromatic amino acids (F, H, W, Y) in green, polar (N, Q, S, T) in purple, negatively charged (D, E) in red, positively charged (K, R) in blue, aliphatic (A, I, L, M, V) in black, cysteine (C) in brown, proline (P) in grey and glycine (G) in orange. Sequence numbering is according ScMep1 or ScMep2 sequences.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Recapitulative table of the transport and signaling functions of the different Mep2 variants used in this study.

The localization of mutations in the Mep2 topology is indicated (CTD, cytoplasmic C-terminal domain; TM, transmembrane domain; EL, extracellular loop). The growth on SLAD and SHAD was determined from the growth tests shown in Figs [2A](#pgen.1008634.g002){ref-type="fig"}, [3A](#pgen.1008634.g003){ref-type="fig"}, [4B](#pgen.1008634.g004){ref-type="fig"}, [9A](#pgen.1008634.g009){ref-type="fig"} and [S1A](#pgen.1008634.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The ammonium removal capacity was determined from Figs [1C](#pgen.1008634.g001){ref-type="fig"} and [4C--4E](#pgen.1008634.g004){ref-type="fig"}. The pseudohyphal capacity was determined from Figs [2B](#pgen.1008634.g002){ref-type="fig"}, [3B](#pgen.1008634.g003){ref-type="fig"}, [3E](#pgen.1008634.g003){ref-type="fig"}, [4A](#pgen.1008634.g004){ref-type="fig"}, [9B](#pgen.1008634.g009){ref-type="fig"} and [S1B](#pgen.1008634.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Symbols for growth: ++, strong; +, intermediate or like wild-type; +/-, weak; -, absence of growth. Symbols for ammonium transport: ++, very strong; +, intermediate or like wild-type; +/-, low; -, very low. Symbols for pseudohyphal growth: ++, very strong; +, visible; +/-, weak; -, absence. ND, not determined.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Predictions of Mep2 protein stability change upon four point mutations considered in the current paper.

The Protein stability changes (ΔΔG) were predicted using 7 different programs. The ΔΔG values are indicated in kcal/mol and were categorized into "Highly destabilizing" (ΔΔG ≤ -2 kcal/mol), "Destabilizing" (-2 kcal/mol \< ΔΔG \< -0.5 kcal/mol), "Neutral" (-0.5 kcal/mol ≤ ΔΔG ≤ +0.5 kcal/mol), "Stabilizing" (+0.5 kcal/mol \< ΔΔG \< +2 kcal/mol) and "Highly stabilizing" (ΔΔG ≥ +2 kcal/mol). A prediction consensus was generated by averaging the 7 results. The ΔΔG values for the consensus were indicated as mean ± SEM, where SEM is the standard error of the mean.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### The *S. cerevisiae* strains used in this study.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### The plasmids used in this study.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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27 Jun 2019

Dear Anna Maria,

Thank you very much for submitting your interesting Research Article entitled \'Yeast filamentation signaling is connected to a specific substrate translocation mechanism of the Mep2 transceptor\' to PLOS Genetics.  Your manuscript was fully evaluated at the editorial level and by independent peer reviewers who are all experts in the field.  The reviewers appreciated the attention to an important problem, but raised some concerns about the current manuscript.  Based on the reviews, we will not be able to accept this version of the manuscript, but we would be willing to review again a revised version.  We cannot, of course, promise publication at that time.

The reviewers found your findings and the model proposed interesting and thought provoking.  This said, they have outlined ways that the model could be tested further experimentally that could provide additional experimental support for the model for signaling advanced.  There are also areas in which they suggest controls, or ways in which expression levels may alter the interpretations suggested for certain mutants under certain experimental conditions.  In aggregate, the summary of the reviewers\' suggestions support reconsideration after revision, and in some ways these might be considered major revisions given that additional experiments are suggested and may be required to address points raised.  I have adjusted the time suggested for response accordingly below (to 90 to 120 days) to provide sufficient time to address the reviews as fully as possible.  A revised manuscript would be sent for re-review, and ideally with the same set of reviewers given availability.

Should you decide to revise the manuscript for further consideration here, and we very much hope you do as we are quite interested in your studies and the model presented, your revisions should address the specific points made by each reviewer. We will also require a detailed list of your responses to the review comments and a description of the changes you have made in the manuscript.

If you decide to revise the manuscript for further consideration at PLOS Genetics, please aim to resubmit within the next 90 to 120 days, unless it will take extra time to address the concerns of the reviewers, in which case we would appreciate an expected resubmission date by email to <plosgenetics@plos.org>.

If present, accompanying reviewer attachments are included with this email; please notify the journal office if any appear to be missing. They will also be available for download from the link below. You can use this link to log into the system when you are ready to submit a revised version, having first consulted our [Submission Checklist](http://journals.plos.org/plosgenetics/s/submit-now#loc-submission-checklist).

To enhance the reproducibility of your results, we recommend that you deposit your laboratory protocols in protocols.io, where a protocol can be assigned its own identifier (DOI) such that it can be cited independently in the future. For instructions see our [guidelines](http://journals.plos.org/plosgenetics/s/submission-guidelines#loc-materials-and-methods).

Please be aware that our [data availability policy](http://journals.plos.org/plosgenetics/s/data-availability) requires that all numerical data underlying graphs or summary statistics are included with the submission, and you will need to provide this upon resubmission if not already present. In addition, we do not permit the inclusion of phrases such as \"data not shown\" or \"unpublished results\" in manuscripts. All points should be backed up by data provided with the submission.

While revising your submission, please upload your figure files to the [Preflight Analysis and Conversion Engine](http://pace.apexcovantage.com/) (PACE) digital diagnostic tool.  PACE helps ensure that figures meet PLOS requirements. To use PACE, you must first register as a user. Then, login and navigate to the UPLOAD tab, where you will find detailed instructions on how to use the tool. If you encounter any issues or have any questions when using PACE, please email us at <figures@plos.org>.

PLOS has incorporated [Similarity Check](http://www.crossref.org/crosscheck.html), powered by iThenticate, into its journal-wide submission system in order to screen submitted content for originality before publication. Each PLOS journal undertakes screening on a proportion of submitted articles. You will be contacted if needed following the screening process.

To resubmit, use the link below and \'Revise Submission\' in the \'Submissions Needing Revision\' folder.
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We are sorry that we cannot be more positive about your manuscript at this stage, and we hope that you find the reviews helpful and constructive. Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have any concerns or questions.

Yours sincerely,

Joe

Joseph Heitman, MD, PhD (<heitm001@duke.edu>)

Associate Editor
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Gregory P. Copenhaver

Editor-in-Chief
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Reviewer\'s Responses to Questions

**Comments to the Authors:**

**Please note here if the review is uploaded as an attachment.**

Reviewer \#1: In this thought-provoking manuscript, Brito, et al., examine the transport and signaling mechanisms of the Mep2 ammonium transceptor in yeast. They show that transport is required for signaling and that the cytoplasmic C-terminal domain, previously thought to be required for the signaling function, is dispensable in certain circumstances. The mutational studies are extensive, based on previously characterized sequences combined with some new structural analysis. Interestingly, the genetic experiments are coupled with measures of transport and cytoplasmic pH (in yeast) and electrochemical current (in Xenopus). These support a difference in transport mechanism between the signaling Mep2 and non-signaling Mep1 proteins, concluding that Mep1 transports the ammonia molecule with its proton and Mep2 beings in only the proton.

These are intriguing conclusions based on solid and rigorous experiments. They do not identify the elusive signaling mechanism, but the paper does lead to new directions for understanding it. The electrophysiology in Xenopus is particularly persuasive. The subject matter and approach are appropriate for PLoS Genetics. A few, mostly minor, comments are below.

1\. The weakest experimental aspect of the paper is the measurements of cytosolic pH. There are believable differences between Mep1 and Mep2, but they are quite small. This is likely because of the proton pumps in the plasma and vacuolar membranes. Perhaps if these were inhibited, pharmacologically or genetically, the differences would be enhanced and the confounding pH recovery phase reduced.

2\. The genetic experiments are thorough, but it is a bit confusing to keep track of all the mutants and what they are. A cartoon of the linear protein sequence, with the TMs, the enhancer, AI domains, and the position of the point mutants would be very helpful. Perhaps this could be added at the top of Fig. 1?

3\. Are they sure that the Mep2 enhancer domain mutants, which have reduced transport and signaling activity are stably expressed? A Western would be confirmatory (was this not done because the C-terminal antibody does not recognize these mutants well?).

4\. Some of the figures (especially Fig. 1) have many constructs tested and it is challenging to really sort out which line represents which mutant . A consistent color scheme would help greatly. Alternatively, splitting this into two figures with the enhancer domain mutants in one and the others in another might help.

Reviewer \#2: Filamentation is the critical process for fungal development and pathogenicity of many fungal pathogens. In many fungi, filamentation is triggered by nitrogen starvation and therefore Mep2, ammonium permease, has been implicated in the process. A question remains whether Mep2 has a 'transceptor' activity for the filamentation process. That is to say, does Mep2 not only sense ammonium, but also transport it for filamentation? In this paper, Brito et al. tackled this question through genetic, molecular, and structure analyses of yeast Mep2. Through domain deletion experiments of Mep2 in triple mep deletion mutant background, the authors clearly demonstrated that ammonium transport function is tightly correlated with filamentation efficiency. They showed that the phosphomimetic mutation S457D in the C-terminal autoinhibitory domain of Mep2 did not lock Mep2 as a constitutive filamentation active form and it still required substrate translocation. Previously, it has been shown that the C-terminal domain (CTD) plays a role in tuning the transport activity of Mep2. Here the authors demonstrated that the CTD domain is not absolutely required for filamentation induction, because the H199Y and G349C suppressor mutation in the transmembrane domains can trigger filamentation even without the CTD domain. Based on the analysis based on reported X-ray structure of ScMep2, H199 and G349, which are evolutionarily divergent and conserved among other fungal orthologs, respectively, are facing each other. Subsequently, they observed the different impact of Mep1 and Mep2 on cytosolic pH. Supporting this, electrophysiology analyses using heterologous expression of Mep1 and Mep2 in Xenopus oocytes demonstrated that non-filamentation signaling Mep1 mediated electrogenic transport while Mep2 mediated electroneutral substrate translocation.

Overall, this study provides very informative and valuable data for confirming the transceptor activity of Mep2 required for yeast filamentation. Here the authors clearly demonstrated that the Mep2 transceptor not only functions as ammonium transporter and a signaling receptor for filamentation, even without involvement of cytosolic partner proteins. So intracellular pH change can be a signal mediator for yeast filamentation. The manuscript is very well written and most of conclusions are nicely supported by a sophisticated set of experiments. I have the following minor comments.

\[Minor comments\]

Each paragraph should be indented throughout the manuscript.

The first paragraph of the Introduction section is too long. It needs to be divided into two paragraphs (line 65?)

Line 76-78: The meaning of this sentence is unclear. Please clarify it with more detailed explanation.

Lines 132-141: A graphic illustration of each domain in the Mep2 protein (in Figure 1?) should make readers better understood. In addition, any previously known model describing how Mep2 protein works in association with Npr1 kinase could help readers too.

It seems that only two independent experiments were performed for Figure 1B and Figure 3C experiments. For statistical analysis, at least three biological independent experiments should be performed and proper statistical analysis should be done.

The graphs in Figure 2B are very difficult to see. Please use colored lines with more distinct symbols.

Each Figure 5 graph should be separately plotted at 2 mM and 20 mM NH3, as the two data are overlapped and hard to discriminate.

Reviewer \#3: This study aimed at elucidating which specific aspects of the ammonium permease Mep2, as opposed to its paralogs Mep1 and Mep3, are responsible for its ability to induce filamentous growth in response to nitrogen limitation in the budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae. By testing the ability of mutated forms of Mep2 to mediate ammonium transport and promote filamentation, the authors confirmed their previous observation that the induction of filamentous growth by Mep2 generally correlates with its ammonium transport activity. The C-terminal cytoplasmic tail of Mep2 was found to be dispensable for the induction of filamentous growth by some mutated forms of the protein, and the authors conclude that it does not represent a signaling domain. Electrophysiological studies showed that ammonium transport by Mep2 is electroneutral (i.e., it transports NH3 without H+ after deprotonation of NH4+) whereas transport by Mep1 is electrogenic (i.e., the proton is co-transported). Accordingly, the authors observed a slight increase in the cytosolic pH after ammonium addition to cells containing Mep2, which was weaker in cells producing only Mep1. The authors conclude that pH modification is the mechanism by which Mep2 induces filamentous growth.

This is a very interesting study that addresses an unresolved question, how Mep2 and related ammonium permeases in other fungi induce morphogenesis.There are a number of issues that in my opinion affect the authors' main conclusions and should be considered.

Comments

1\) It is difficult to envisage that the very minor (less than 0.05 pH units) and presumably short-term (minutes) increase in the cytosolic pH after the addition of ammonium to the cells is the trigger for filamentous growth, considering that the induction of filamentous growth occurs after several days of growth under limiting nitrogen conditions; one would assume that the cells maintain intracellular pH homeostasis under these conditions. Furthermore, the experiments shown in Fig. 5 were performed in the presence of 2 mM ammonium, a concentration that suppressed filamentous growth in the present study (see Fig. 1C, Fig. 2B and E, Fig. 3B). At the low concentrations of ammonium that induce filamentation, one would expect a still smaller, if any, effect on cytosolic pH by Mep2-mediated ammonium uptake. Of note, Mep2 also induces filamentous growth at low concentrations of other nitrogen sources, and this is believed to be due to Mep2-mediated retrieval of excreted ammonium. Under these conditions, even less extracellular ammonium will be present that can be taken up by Mep2 and affect the cytosolic pH. Although the authors also state that conformational changes in Mep2 that occur during ammonium transport are involved in signaling, the sentences at the end of the abstract, author summary, introduction, and discussion convey the message that Mep2-mediated pH changes are the key signal that induces filamentation.

2\) The presentation of the results shown in Figs. 1 to 3 could be considerably improved. For one thing, the growth differences between the various strains are not evident in Fig. 1C, Fig. 2B and E, and Fig. 3B, although the triple mepΔ mutants should not grow on SLAD medium. I assume that the triple mepΔ mutants and some of their derivatives formed tiny colonies, and the pictures were taken at different magnifications to show the colony borders, although this is nowhere stated in the manuscript. Growth differences are illustrated in Fig. 1A, Fig. 2A and D, and Fig. 3A, but these pictures appear not very reliable, as is evident from the fact that the mep2Δ single mutant seems to have a growth defect on SLAD medium that is rescued after reintroduction of wild-type MEP2 (a growth defect of the mep2Δ single mutant is unexpected, because previous studies reported that Mep1 alone is sufficient to support wild-type growth). I suggest the following modifications to these experiments and their presentation:

a\) Growth and filamentation of the various strains on solid media should be simultaneously illustrated by showing representative single colonies of all strains at equal magnification. I notice that the filamentation phenotype of the wild type on SLAD medium was generally weak in the authors' experiments, with only occasional pseudohyphae at the colony borders, whereas in other studies, S. cerevisiae colonies grown on SLAD plates are completely surrounded by a filamentous fringe (see, for example, the original study by Lorenz and Heitman describing the role of Mep2 in filamentous growth).

b\) The effect on filamentation by all Mep2 variants should also be tested in a mep2Δ single mutant background (as has been done for some mutants in Fig. 2B) to exclude an influence of reduced growth on filamentation.

c\) The doubling times of the strains in liquid SLAD medium should be determined to allow a better quantification of the effect of the different Mep2 mutations on growth for comparison with the effect on ammonium transport, which was also determined for cells growing exponentially in liquid medium.

d\) Finally, I found it very difficult to find the data for some strains in Fig. 1B, because the symbols cannot be easily distinguished. This could be amended by using colored symbols.

3\) I think that the authors should tone down their conclusion in the abstract that the C-terminal tail of Mep2 is not required for the induction of filamentation. Despite the fact that the additional H199Y mutation in the truncated Mep2S426stop protein restored ammonium uptake to wild-type levels (Fig. 3C), filamentation was extremely poor (Fig. 3B). Therefore, the function of the C-terminal tail is not only to upregulate substrate translocation, but it is also required for normal signaling at wild-type transport levels. Signaling may require interactions between the C-terminal tail and other cytoplasmic domains of Mep2 (this has been suggested for C. albicans Mep2), and conformational changes caused by the H199Y mutation may have allowed some signaling to occur in the absence of these interactions (or allowed such interactions to occur with the rest of the C-terminal tail that remains in the truncated protein).

4\) The H194E mutation is highly interesting in that it abolishes filamentation, although it increases ammonium transport, a striking exception to the generally observed correlation between ammonium transport and signaling capacity by Mep2. The authors argue that the H194E mutation altered the mechanism of ammonium transport by Mep2 into a Mep1-like mechanism, as already suggested in their previous study. Unfortunately, this mutated protein could not be successfully produced in oocytes, which would have allowed to test if the mutation changed ammonium transport from electroneutral to electrogenic (as a minor note, the sentence in lines 397-399 should be changed, because the H194E variant was not tested in the experiments shown in Fig. 6E). As this is a critical aspect of the present study, I think that the authors should at least test if Mep2 with the H194E mutation shows a Mep1-like behavior instead of a Mep2-like behavior with regard to cytosolic alkalinization (see Fig. 5). If this test can reliably distinguish between the two transport mechanisms, the authors could prove or refute this hypothesis.

5\) Although the study focuses on Mep2 of S. cerevisiae, the paper implies that the conclusions about Mep2 function derived from this study extend to its homologs in other fungi. Nevertheless, the authors point out striking differences between the Mep2 proteins of S. cerevisiae and C. albicans, which may hint to different signaling mechanisms by the two proteins. In C. albicans, the C-terminal cytoplasmic tail of Mep2 is required for the induction of filamentous growth even when ammonium transport by mutant proteins appears normal. Mep2 proteins that were C-terminally truncated after amino acid 440 and 423 allowed wild-type growth and exhibited comparable ammonium transport activity. However, while the former promoted hyperfilamentation (caused by the absence of an autoregulatory domain, increased expression levels, or both), the latter was unable to induce filamentation. According to the model proposed in the present study, the removal of the 17 additional amino acids should have altered the mechanism of ammonium transport (to a Mep1-like mechanism) to explain the loss of signaling. The C. albicans mutants are available and could be tested and compared in the same way as the S. cerevisiae mutants. Since the authors repeatedly highlight the relevance of the transition from yeast to filamentous growth for the virulence of pathogenic fungi (and our understanding of its regulation), it seems worthwile to perform and include these experiments.

Reviewer \#4: In this manuscript the authors build on their previous studies of the Mep2 transceptor from Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Three main findings are presented: that signalling is linked to transport activity, that the Mep2 CTD is not required for signalling and that signalling involves pH changes within the cytosol. In support of the latter, the authors present evidence that the Mep2 transceptor and the non-signalling Mep1 transporter induce different cytosolic pH profiles. Furthermore, the authors establish that transport by Mep2 is electroneutral whereas transport by Mep1 is electrogenic. Together these data support the model that Mep2 imports ammonia gas that raises cytosolic pH. This is an important finding. What is disappointing is that the authors have not gone one step further and tested some predictions of this model. For example, if the Mep2 dependent pH change regulates signalling then Mep2 variants that transport but do not signal should generate a different pH profile. This may be because transport by the variant is electrogenic or if it remains electroneutral the amount of imported ammonia differs from that imported by wild-type Mep2. Too little or too much ammonia may result in a pH change that does not support signalling. The authors could test the effect on cytosolic pH of the Mep2H194E variant as they have determined that transport by it is electroneutral. Similarly, the hyperactive Mep2G349C variant would be expected to generate a different pH profile from that of the Mep2H194E variant. Other points of discussion could include those Mep2 homologues that act as signalling proteins in S. cerevisiae, such as Ump2 from U. maydis. These should have the same impact as Mep2 on cytosolic pH via electroneutral transport when expressed in S. cerevisiae.

Minor comments

lines 131-198

The fact that certain Mep2 variants are more active in the absence of Npr1 may be due to their increased expression and could be tested. A previous study by the authors (Boeckstaens et al., 2013) established that the Mep2 levels are higher in the absence of Npr1.

lines 191-131

The authors conclude that the Mep2S457D variant does not lock Mep2 into a constitutively active conformation as it does not induce filamentation when cells are grown on SHAD plates. Expression of this variant would be expected to be reduced under SHAD conditions. Wild-type Mep2 needs to be highly expressed if it is to signal in response to low ammonium. A variant locked in a constitutively active conformation may therefore loose its ability to signal if expressed at a low level. The relative levels of Mep2S457D in response to SLAD and SHAD should be determined.
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Dear Anna Maria,

Thank you very much for submitting your revised Research Article entitled \'Yeast filamentation signaling is connected to a specific substrate translocation mechanism of the Mep2 transceptor\' to PLOS Genetics. Your manuscript was fully evaluated at the editorial level and by the same four independent peer reviewers who reviewed the original submission. The reviewers appreciated the attention to an important topic but identified some aspects of the manuscript that should be improved.  See further comments from the associate editor below.

We therefore ask you to modify the manuscript according to the review recommendations before we can consider your manuscript for acceptance. Your revisions should address the specific points made by each reviewer.

In addition we ask that you:

1\) Provide a detailed list of your responses to the review comments and a description of the changes you have made in the manuscript.

2\) Upload a Striking Image with a corresponding caption to accompany your manuscript if one is available (either a new image or an existing one from within your manuscript). If this image is judged to be suitable, it may be featured on our website. Images should ideally be high resolution, eye-catching, single panel square images. For examples, please browse our [archive](http://www.plosgenetics.org/article/browse/volume). If your image is from someone other than yourself, please ensure that the artist has read and agreed to the terms and conditions of the Creative Commons Attribution License. Note: we cannot publish copyrighted images.
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If present, accompanying reviewer attachments should be included with this email; please notify the journal office if any appear to be missing. They will also be available for download from the link below. You can use this link to log into the system when you are ready to submit a revised version, having first consulted our [Submission Checklist](http://journals.plos.org/plosgenetics/s/submit-now#loc-submission-checklist).

While revising your submission, please upload your figure files to the [Preflight Analysis and Conversion Engine](http://pace.apexcovantage.com/) (PACE) digital diagnostic tool. PACE helps ensure that figures meet PLOS requirements. To use PACE, you must first register as a user. Then, login and navigate to the UPLOAD tab, where you will find detailed instructions on how to use the tool. If you encounter any issues or have any questions when using PACE, please email us at <figures@plos.org>.

Please be aware that our [data availability policy](http://journals.plos.org/plosgenetics/s/data-availability) requires that all numerical data underlying graphs or summary statistics are included with the submission, and you will need to provide this upon resubmission if not already present. In addition, we do not permit the inclusion of phrases such as \"data not shown\" or \"unpublished results\" in manuscripts. All points should be backed up by data provided with the submission.

PLOS has incorporated [Similarity Check](http://www.crossref.org/crosscheck.html), powered by iThenticate, into its journal-wide submission system in order to screen submitted content for originality before publication. Each PLOS journal undertakes screening on a proportion of submitted articles. You will be contacted if needed following the screening process.

To resubmit, you will need to go to the link below and \'Revise Submission\' in the \'Submissions Needing Revision\' folder.
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Please let us know if you have any questions while making these revisions.

Yours sincerely,

Joe

Joseph Heitman, MD, PhD

Associate Editor
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Gregory P. Copenhaver

Editor-in-Chief
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Associate Editor comments:

The revised manuscript has been reviewed by the four original reviewers. All of the reviewers found the manuscript responsive to reviews, and improved. Three recommended acceptance. Reviewer 3 raised a few remaining issues that we request you address by revision, and this constitutes now minor compared to major revision. We appreciate your efforts to respond to the reviews, and improve the manuscript.

Reviewer\'s Responses to Questions

**Comments to the Authors:**

**Please note here if the review is uploaded as an attachment.**

Reviewer \#1: I am impressed by the extensive and thoughtful changes to the manuscript in response to the previous suggestions, particularly the clever pHluorin fusion experiments. I have no further reservations regarding the manuscript, though the authors may want to re-edit the paragraph at the bottom of page 17, as there are several typos.

Reviewer \#2: The authors nicely addressed all of my comments in this revised manuscript. I do not have any more comments. Nice work!

Reviewer \#3: In their revised manuscript, the authors went to great lengths to address the reviewers' comments. Therefore, I would not request additional experiments, but there are several issues that in my opinion should be clarified.

1\) I still have difficulties to see how the short-term changes in intracellular pH that were observed upon addition of ammonium to proline-grown cells can be responsible for the induction of filamentous growth after several days under nitrogen-limiting conditions, as the cells should re-establish and maintain intracellular pH homeostasis. The authors may also explain why there is an initial drop in intracellular pH upon ammonium uptake, the reason for which is not clear to me. Although Mep1 transports the proton together with ammonia, one would expect that ammonia is immediately protonated again within the cell, so that there is no net increase in the intracellular concentration of protons by Mep1-mediated ammonium transport. In the case of Mep2, ammonia transport without the dissociated proton should cause an initial intracellular alkalinisation, because cytosolic protons are captured by the internalized ammonia. Which mechanisms are responsible for the actually observed pH changes?

2\) The authors point out that some Mep2 CTD variants showed an even better complementation efficiency in the absence of Npr1 than in its presence, and that this correlated with an improved ammonium removal rate in SHPD and also with an increased capacity to induce filamentation on SLAD (Page 9). This appears to be the case for the variants shown in the upper panels of Fig. 1C. However, the Δ442-449, Δ442-485, and Δ450-485 variants, which all confer a strong hyperfilamentous phenotype in the absence of Npr1 (Fig. 2B) do not show better ammonium uptake in the absence of Npr1 than in its presence (Fig. 1C, lower panels). If anything, the uptake rate is slightly lower in the absence of Npr1 (this is now better visible in the revised figure). Therefore, stronger filamentation does not correlate with more efficient ammonium uptake in these cases.

3\) In a similar vein, the repeatedly emphasized correlation between transport and filamentation efficiencies does also not hold in several other cases. The H199Y S426stop mutation did not impair transport (it was even slightly increased, Fig. 4C), but almost completely abolished filamentation (Fig. 4A, top panels). Furthermore, the G349C mutation strongly increased transport (Fig. 4D) without resulting in enhanced filamentation in NPR1 wild-type cells (Fig. 4A, top panels). This should be more critically discussed.

4\) In my previous comments I had suggested that the authors compare the mode of ammonium transport by two different C-terminally truncated C. albicans Mep2 proteins, one of which promotes strong hyperfilamentation, while the removal of few additional amino acids abolished filamentation without altering transport efficiency. According to the model proposed in the present study, the additional truncation should have altered the mode of transport from Mep2-like to Mep1-like. Instead, the authors compared wild-type CaMep2 and a mutated form, in which H1 of the conserved histidine-twin in the conducting pore was changed into glutamate found in Mep1-like proteins, upon heterologous expression in S. cerevisiae. The finding that the mutation abolished filamentation is taken as evidence that a conserved transport mechanism explains the ability of both ScMep2 ans CaMep2 to promote filamentous growth. However, the authors disregard (see line 451) that the mutated Mep2 restored growth of SCmepΔ triple mutants on SLAD plates much less efficiently than did wild-type CaMep2 (Fig. 9A). It is likely that the mutated protein was less stable than the wild-type protein, explaining its inability to promote filamentation.
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Associate editor note, this reviewer did not have detailed comments for the authors and found the manuscript improved and suitable for acceptance.
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Dear Anna Maria,

We are pleased to inform you that your re-revised manuscript entitled \"Yeast filamentation signaling is connected to a specific substrate translocation mechanism of the Mep2 transceptor\" has been editorially accepted for publication in PLOS Genetics. Congratulations! We appreciate the care and attention to detail throughout the revision process.

Before your submission can be formally accepted and sent to production you will need to complete our formatting changes, which you will receive in a follow up email. Please be aware that it may take several days for you to receive this email; during this time no action is required by you. Please note: the accept date on your published article will reflect the date of this provisional accept, but your manuscript will not be scheduled for publication until the required changes have been made.
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